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The controversial Treasury
proposal for laundering black
capital at relatively lenient rates for
offenders makes Its appearance, but
after top men at the ministry dis-

cussed It last night. It looked as If

they may have decided to shelve it.

One reported concession to public
antagonism to the Idea is to Insert
the proviso that money gained for

the state la this way would be used
for developing welfare services.
On the question of welfare, the

prime minister told the economics
' professors at Friday's meeting he
was disappointed that none of them
had made any reference to the Issue.
He also said that the defence budget
was not available as a target for
cuts.
The Bank of Israel had no part in

the drafting of the Treasury plan. Its

governor, Anion Gafny, was not
even originally invited to Friday's
meeting. But after comment In the
press on what some saw as a direct

.

and open snub to the man who holds
the official position of economic ad-
viser to the government, an Invita-

tion was Issued by the prime
minister's bureau on Friday mor-
ning, shortly before the meeting was
due to begin.
Gafny took no part In the dis-

cussions. but sat In the meeting tak-

ing notes.

Gafny'a deputy, Zvl Zussman, told

The Jerusalem Post last night that
he thought the Treasury's plan has a
chance of succeeding, if It makes
provision for a big enough cut in the
budget and assault on the public's
buying power.
Prof. Haim Ben-Shahar of tax

reform fame said after the meeting

that he and his fellow-academics had
made it dear to the premier that
Israel's status in the Middle East, Its

chances of on Independent policy,

and Its ability to face challenges to

its security, all depend on its

economic power.

Ben-Shahar called the laundering
of black capita] proposal a “prize for

tax evaders,” which would en-
courage them to repeat their perfor-
mance In expectation of the next
such exercise. Illegal money could
be laundered without penalties,
through present tax levels Including
Interest and linkage differentials, he
added.
. Other academic participants also
gave versions of their contributions
after the meeting ended. The
Hebrew University's Prof. Haim
BarkaJ waxed sarcastic at the Shavit
plan, under which industrial and

. commercial concerns have frozen
prices for 90 days. He said this was
like treating the thermometer in-

stead of the patient suffering from
the fever.

Prof. Mlcha Mlchaeli or the
Hebrew University warned against

budgetary tricks by transferring
allocations from one clause to

another. Instead of cutting them out-

right.

One of the professors summed up
his Impressions by saying he thought
that while the prime minister had
rejected any cuts on the welfare and
defence budgets, the professorial

message about the serious nature of

the situation had got through to him.

Among those present at the prime
minister's bureau were Industry
Minister Gideon Patt, Treasury
Director-General Amirana SIvan and
Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel
Flomin.
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partner hi the peace process, Ghali
asserted.

..
' Resident Anwar

; Sadat himself

said on Friday that he would “con-

sultwith President (Jimmy) Carter
shortly" on the next move In the

peace negotiations.
.
He spoke to

vnewsmen- briefly -after saying his

Friday prayers at his home-village
. of-Mit-Abul Komi. r

- •

On the dispute over the Sinai oil

fields, Sadat said, *T don’t think

there Is any difference between ns
(Egypt.and Israel) on the otl issue.

They asked to boy ell at the market
. price. We have agreed.”

Tamir: No oil,

no evacuation
Justice Minister Shmuel Tamir

said yesterday that Israel must
assure Itselfofa continuing supply of
oil from the Sinai before handing the

occupied area back to Egypt under a
proposed peace agreement.
Speaking to Israel Radio, Tamir

said that "following the upheaval in

Iran, Israel had lost its chief source
of supply.”

“It is no secret that we get a large
part of our oH from wells we dis-

covered and .developed in Sinai,*' he
said. “TO ask us to give these back
without making certain of getting

future supplies from there after
what happened inIran Is askingus to
endanger our national security."
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Iraq, Syria discuss union in Riyadh

to

ie 6

Jerusalem Post 8taff

Ranking ministers from Syria and
Iraq visited Saudi Arabia (separate-

ly) over the weekend, apparently to

report to Riyadh on the evolving un-

ion between the two countries.

Syrl&'a Foreign Minister Abdel
Halim Khaddam left Riyadh for

borne on Friday after conferring

withCrown Prince Fahd and convey-

ing through him a message from
President Hafez Assad to King Khal-

ed.

Yesterday, Iraq's Interior

Minister Izzat Ibrahim arrived in

Riyadh at the head of a large delega-

tion for a six-day visit. The Iraqi

news agency said the discussions

would cover “cooperation in the

technical, security and ad-

ministrative fields" and add.ed that

Ibrahim hoped his trip Would foster

joint Iraqi-Saudi efforts “especially

in confronting Zionist designs to un-

dermine Arab causes, notably the
Palestinian cause."
Japan, meanwhile, has reported

that the Saudis have cut back their

oil production of late to support the

Moslem revolutionaries In Iran. Of-

ficials of Japan's Ministry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry said In

Tokyo on Friday that the Saudis had
reduced production from 10.5 to 9.5

million barrels a day,

On the other hand, the West Ger-

man Economics Minister. Count Otto

Lambsdorff, on Friday praised
Saudi Arabian oil policy for “taking
Into account worldwide economic con-

ditions." The German minister
spoke in Bonn at the end of two days
of meeting with Ms Saudi counter-

part, Mohammed Abal Khali.

Lambsdorff also praised the
Saudis for their role as a “stabilizing

factor" in the Middle East
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Security forces inspect the damage done by an explosion in the Old
City last night near the Street of the Chain. rEiherar. zoom 77>

One killed in Old City blast
Jerusalem Post Reporter

One man was killed and two in-

jured In an explosion In the Moslem
quarter of the Old City early last

might.

Police said the blast was apparent-
ly caused by the premature explo-
sion of a terrorist bomb linked to a
cooking gas cylinder.

The blast occurred at 6.45 p.ra.

near the Street of the Chain, near the
Dome of the Rock and the Western
Wall. The force of the blast
demolished one of the stone walls of
the hold house.

Police were on the scene within
minutes.

Mayor Teddy Kollek visited the
scene of the explosion shortly after it

occurred.

Lebanon trying to stop PLO
attacks from its territory
BEIRUT (Reuter). — Lebanon took

steps yesterday to stop Palestine
terrorist attacks from its territory

into Israel and thus avert Israeli

reprisals, informed sources said.

The sources said Lebanon had ask-

ed Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iraq to

discuss the matter with the PLO.
Lebanese Foreign Minister Fuad
Butros met separately with the am-
bassadors of the three countries and
told them Israel must be deprived of

a pretext to strike at villages and
refugee camps in South Lebanon.
Fears of an Israeli retaliatory

strike into Lebanon Increased after
the PLO, In a statement issued in
Beirut, claimed responsibility for

the explosion in Netanya last Sun-
day. Three were killed and about 50
others wounded in the blast.

On Friday, renewed outbreaks of
artillery fire between the
Phalanglsts and Syrian troops were
reported from Beirut. The firing
began at dusk in the Christian
neighbourhoods of Badaro and Ain
Rummaneh. in the Moslem area of

Shlya and in the mixed area of
Tayouna.

Iraqi troops said on Golan Heights
KUWAIT. — Iraqi troops •»*

into Syria lastweek and tookup posi-

tion along the border with Israel in

the Golan Heights, the Kuwait week-
ly “Al-Nahda’-' reported on Friday.
Quoting “reliable sources" in

Damascus the weekly, published by
the *'A1-Ray al-Am" publishing
house which has good relations with
Syria, said that more Iraqi troops

a** “-'pelted to arrive in Syria in the-
"next few days." *

There has beenno separate confir-
mation of the report, however, and
many Arab analysts reportedly
believe that such a move was highly
unlikely until further steps are taken
toward unity between yie two
Ba' athist states.

IAP, UPI)

PLO said smuggling arms to Iran
Jerusalem Post Staff

Large quantities of Soviet arms,
inducting Kalachnikov assault rifles,

have recently been smuggled into

Iran with the help of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, according
to the American television network
ABC.

In a report yesterday, cited on
Israel TV, ABC said some of the
weapons were being stored on the
campus of Teheran University,
while some had already been dis-

tributed among followers of
Ayatollah Khomeini.
The ABC report confirmed a

similar account published on Friday
in the Kuwait magazine ”an-

Nahda." "Many shipments of arms
have already been delivered iby the

Palestinians)... at Khomeini’s re-

quest." the magazine wrote. "Hun-
dreds of Iranians were given
military training at Palestinian
bases in Lebanon before returning to

Iran."
PLO chief Yasser Arafat himself

said at the weekend that "we have
always bet on Iran and Khomeini
while others were still betting on the
shah." In an interview with the
Beirut newspaper "an-Nabar.”
Arafat continued: "We are a natural
extension of. the Iraqi-Syrian
alliance and o'f the Iranian revolu-

tion. We are a link in these chains.”

Nahal settlement near Jericho

Nueima outpost established
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Naha! has established a new
outpost at Nueima, northeast of
Jericho, ~the Defence Ministry con-
firmed last night.

The outpost, which was establish-

ed on Wednesday, is the second of

three settlements decided upon by
the cabinet last month. The first was
established last Monday at Tel
Sultan, on the southern tip of the
Gaza Strip. The third is to be es-

tablished very soon in the northern
sector of the Jordan Valley, but the
Defence Ministry declined to say ex-

actly when.
The Nueima settlers will prepare

land for fanning: They are expected
to till the area up to the border

security fence, a senior Defence
Ministry source told The Jerusalem
Post. He said the land is state owned.
The government’s original plan

was to establish five Naha! outposts
in the Jordan Valley. The Ministerial

Security Committee had decided on
June 28 to do so, but Deputy Prime
Minister Yigael Yadln protested the
decision.

On August 14, on the- eve of the

Camp David talks, the cabinet decid-

ed to shelve the programme so as not

to upset the negotiations with Egypt.
At Camp David Israel agreed to

freeze settlement for three months,
until December 27. The decision to

establish the new outposts was made
immediately after the moratorium
expired.

Vietnam sends more men to Cambodia
BANGKOK (AP). - The toppled
Khmer Rouge regime of premier Pol
Pot yesterday claimed victories
against Vietnamese troops
throughout Cambodia, including
areas near Phnom Penh.

Meanwhile, reliable Indochina
analysts confirmed that Vietnam
has been forced to bring in fresh

troops to cope with the tough Cambo-
dian resistance.

Pol Pot radio, believed to be
.broadcaating out of China, claimed
the Cambodian guerrillas were am-
bushing the Vietnamese as they tried

to venture out of cities, and that the

port of Kompong Som was under
growing pressure.

Thai and western analysts in

Bangkok confirmed that the Viet-

namese in recent days have sent

reinforcements to sweep away
resistance south of Phnom Penh
around Takeo, 90 km. south of

Phnom Penh. One source sald four

fresh regiments had been sent in,

while another estimated that
elements of two to three divisions

were dispatched.
The new Cambodian regime has

not, mentioned battlefield action in

its official releases, but a statement

yesterday carried by Phnom Penh’s
SPK news agency said that the

government was calling on all people

to “redouble their vigilance."

The Pol Pot broadcast said the

Vietnamese were In control of only

two places — Veal Ring and Kom-
pong Speu — on Highway 4, which

connects Phnom Penh with Kom-
pong Som and the Gulf of Siam.

The casualties allegedly Inflicted

on the Vietnamese were not large,

and the fighting was often described

as consisting of ambushes and sharp

counter-attacks.

In a related development, Vietnam
yesterday accused Chinese troops of

firing at a sugar mill in a northern

border province, wounding many
workers and damaging Vietnamese
houses.
The Vietnam news agency said

that Chinese "provocations" at the

border had mounted over the past

week and that Vietnam had lodged

three protests-

There has been speculation that

Chinn may seek some way to punish
Vietnam for its invasion of Cam-
bodia, and Peking's Vice Premier
Tcng Hsiao-ping has made some
ominous statements In that direction

during his current visit to the U.S.

Bakhtiar firm

as Khomeini

talks ‘holy war’
PARIS. — Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini threatened yesterday
to unleash a holy war in Iran un-
less Prime Minister Shapur
Bakhtiar resigns to make way
for the creation of an Islamic
republic.
The 78-year-old religious leader

told reporters in Teheran: “If these

people refuse to resign, we will be
obliged to ask the people to take up
arms, to wage a holy war."
He also alleged that the U.S. and

Britain might try to maintain
Bakhtiar in power with the help of

"forces brought in from Israel."

There was no reaction from
Bakhtiar. who was appointed by the

shah before the monarch left the

country last month and who has
repeatedly said he will stay on. But
the Paris newspaper *‘Le Matin"
published an interview with the
premier which quoted him as saying
he would order the arrest and possi-
ble execution of "those who call for
civil war and the taking up of arms."
Bakhtiar said that "if he (the

ayatollah) passes from words to ac-
tion there will be trouble." according
to "Le Matin."
Ayatollah Khomeini said

meanwhile that he had formed a
revolutionary council, drawn up a
constitution and would “very soon"
announce a provisional government
for a republican Iran. Giving his first

news conference since returning to

Iran on Thursday, the 78-year-old
Shi’a Moslem leader said:
"We will try to solve the problem

through non-violent means. But if

the illegal government of Bakhtiar,
with the support of the Americans
and British, continues to defy the
will of the people and brings in forces
from Israel, then we will take other
measures to bring It down ... If the
moment comes, we will get arms
from the proper places."

In Moslem tradition, a holy war. or
"jihad," is fought against infidel

enemies, or in the broad sense,

against foreign enemies, and
Moslems who die in it are promised a

place in paradise.

A spokesman for Bakhtiar said the

prime minister “preferred not to

make any comments" on
Khomeini’s statements. But
diplomatic sources sold Khomeini’s
remarks, which contained no
glimmer of compromise, heightened
the chances for a bloody civil war.
Premier Bakhtiar said in his inter-

view yesterday that he had ordered
the army not to fire on
demonstrators.

"If they want to continue, let them
continue, but ultimately it will have
to stop.” he said. "They can
demonstrate every day if they wish

"But we will open fire if they
parade around with arms and petrol
bombs, and Mr. Khomeini will have
to take responsibility for this. I will
order the arrest, and the execution
by firing squad if necessary, of those
who call for civil war and the taking
up of arms."

In another interview, published in
Paris by the newspaper
“Liberation," the man who could be
expected to steer Iran's economy if

the ayatollah comes to power was
quoted as saying he would
nationalize the Iranian petroleum
holdings of multinational com-
panies.
Dr. Abdul Bani Sadr said the Ira-

nian oil industry would be made an
integral part of the country's
economy. He also said he would
nationalize banks In Iran.
The shah, who is in virtual exile In

Morocco while Bakhtiar struggles to

maintain Iran’s monarchy, told a
Paris newspaper meanwhile that all

was not "irremediably lost" in Iran.
He said he had been too radical in

trying to modernize "an essentially

traditionalist and conservative coun-
try."

The ayatollah, whose triumphant

(Gnttwied on page t, col. S)

Brown to seek pact

with Cairo, Saudis
By WOLF BLITZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — With Iran no
longer a reliable U.S. ally, senior

U.S. officials are considering a new
strategic and military alliance in the
Middle East involving Saudi Arabian
money, Egyptian manpower and
U.S. technology and arms, The
Jerusalem Post has learned.
Such an informal alliance, officials

here said, is expected to be raised by
U.S. Defence Secretary Harold
Brown .during his upcoming visit to

the Middle East. The secretary
leaves on Friday for a 10-day visit to
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel and
Egypt, in that order.

This new strategic lineup in the
Middle East is being considered as a
substitute for the earlier U.S. con-
cept of basing its interests in the
Middle East, to a large degree, on
the so-called Cairo-Riyadh-Teheran
axis. But U.S. strategic thinking in

light of the latest Soviet inroads in

Africa, the Middle East and South
Asia has been changed by the Ira-

nian revolution.

The officials said that Israel will

also fit into the new U.S. strategy,

although the Saudis and probably the
Egyptians as well would be expected
to balk at any direct cooperation
between themselves and Israel.

Officials said that this new com-
bination of U.S.-Saudi-Egyptlan
regional cooperation on the strategic

level is a "natural." They explained
that Egypt, in the past, has express-
ed a readiness to serve as a “direct"
linchpin in resisting Soviet penetra-
tion In the Middle East and Africa.

The U.S., presumably, would step
up its arms shipments to Egypt
while the Saudis would provide the

financing.
Originally, Secretary Brown had

hoped to make some dramatic an-
nouncement on this new atrategic
alliance during his visit to Saudi
Arabia. But officials now say that

the disclosure will probably not be
made until Saudi Prince Fahd visits

Washington for talks with President
Jimmy Carter in early March.

Clearly, in his talks in Jerusalem,
the Defence chief is hoping that the
Israeli government will not oppose
this new concept. He believes that
Israel should recognize that Its long-

range security and strategic in-

terests would also best be served by
it.

The Carter administration,
meanwhile, reacted angrily on Fri-

day to Sen. Frank Church's sharply
worded criticism of U.S. relations
with the Saudis.
“The Carter Administration is

satisfied with the relationship," said
State Department spokesman Hod-
ding Carter III. He called the
relationship “positive and construc-
tive," insisting that the Saudis have
been helpful In the peace process.
Privately, American officials have

expressed their satisfaction in Saudi
Arabia's willingness to increase its

oil output to nearly 10 million barrels
a day. This has sharply relieved the
pressure resulting from the virtual

suspension of Iranian exports.

On Friday, ambassador-at-large
Alfred Atherton, who recently
returned to Washington from a
round of negotiations in Jerusalem
and Cairo, met with President
Carter to bring him up to date on the
status of the talks.

Officials here believe that
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance will

meet in the near future with Foreign
Minister Moshe payan and Prime
Minister Mustafa Khalil to continue
negotiations.

Tito warns Arabs against pushing Sadat
KUWAIT (UPI). — Visiting
Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito
yesterday cautioned the Arab coun-

tries against pushing Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat into a un-

ilateral peace agreement with Israel

and sources close to his entourage
said the 86-year-old leader may
mediate between Cairo and Its Arab
critics.

The Yugoslav leader aired his

views on the split in Arab ranks dur-

ing the first round of talks with

Kuwaiti ruler Sheikh Jaber al-

Ahmed al-Sabah. government
sources said.

They said the Yugoslav leader was
concerned over the current rift In

Arab ranks," and urged the Arabs to

“refrain from pushing Sadat into

concluding a unilateral peace treaty

with Israel."
He also advocated the need for a

strong and unified Arab stand in any
talks aimed at reaching a "com-
prehensive Middle East
settlement," the sources said.

"A strong President Sadat should
be returned to Arab ranks if the
Arabs are to achieve this end," the
source quoted Tito as saying.

Meanwhile, the newspaper "Al-
Qabas" quoted Yugoslav sources as
saying that Tito intends to mediate
between Sadat and his Arab critics

and may visit Cairo after his current
tour of Iraq. Syria and Jordan.
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Lotto Draw 06/79
Minimum first prize

IL.2,000,000*
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Leon Tamman. the British investor,

.philanthropist- —and - international
Jewish leader, arrives In Israel to-

day. In his capacity as the key
mover of one of the major groups
campaigning for a commercial TV
channel, he will be meeting with high

government officials to continue dis-

cussions on the implementation of a
second channel in Israel.

. {Communicated

l

DEPARTURES

Haifa Mayor Arye Gurel, ror Manila, to

represent Israel at the annual conference

of the International Union of Local
Authorities.

Europe stores added

to Arab boycott list

JEDDA iAPi. — The Saudi Arabian
regional Boycott of Israel office
yesterday announced the boycotting
of several major department stores
in European cities.

The announcement called on Arab
tourists to stop shopping at such
stores as Marks and Spencer,
Selfridges and the Great Universal
stores in Britain,- An Printemps,
Frisunic and Galeries Lafayette in

France; and Grand Magazines In-

novations le Manteau. Frisunic,
Uniprix, Priba and Super Priba in
Belgium.
The boycott was imposed because

of the stores' “strong connections
with Israel," the announcement
said.

STUDENTS VISIT. — A group of 3.-

400 British high school pupils and
their teachers arrived in Haifa on
board the s.s. Uganda for a one-day
visit yesterday, and travelled to
Jerusalem in 30 buses. The ship
came to Haifa from Alexandria as
part of an educational tour of the
Mediterranean.
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Founder: Edis De Philippe

i Allenby St.. Tel. 03-57227

AH performances, . except in
Beersheba, begin at 9.30 p.m.

T.A.: Sat. 10/2 • 13/2 •

Haifa: 15/2

SYLVA Operetta by Kalman

T.A.: 5/2 Jerusalem: 26 -2

liUMUGCel
Opera by G. Verdi

with: Rio Novcllo (La Scala)

T.A.: 6/2

THE LAND OF SMILES

T.A.: 9/2 • Haifa: 19/2

Auditorium

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA

PAGLiACCI
with: Rio Novclio tLa Scala

i

Beersheba: 21/2. “Keren"
— 9.15 p-m.

LATRAVIATA by Verdi
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Soldier blasts

parents’ home
by accident

By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

RAMAT GAN. — A 19-year-old
soldier from Ramat Gan accidental-
ly blew up his parents* flat yesterday
with explosives he had brought home
from his army base. The soldier and
his 14-year-old brother were both
badly injured in the explosion, which
completely destroyed the flat.

.

The explosion occured as Dror
Karbola was trying to show hla
brothers Yossl, 14, and Alon, 12, how
to handle explosives while la their
parents' flat at 97 Rehov Abba Hillel
Silver.

As he was handling the charges, a
loud explosion racked the four-storey
building. The balcony shutters were
blasted out into the street and the
flat went up in flames.
Neighbours told The Jerusalem

Post that they took Yossi and Dror,
both bleeding, to Ichilov and Beilin-

son hospitals.

Alon, the youngest brother, was
unhurt. Their parents also managed
to get out of the flat safely, but
Dror's father Gideon, 43, a Finance
Ministry clerk, was taken to the
hospital in a state of shock.
The fire brigade arrived 20

minutes later and put out the fire in
the flat, which was gutted by then.
Police investigating the case said

that the military police will probably
Lake part, to Investigate how a
soldier was able to. take explosive
charges home with him on leave.

‘U.S. arms to

Latin states

via Israel’
MOSCOW lUPU. — The Soviet Com-
munist Party daily "Pravda"
yesterday said the U.S. is funnelling
arms to Chile, Nicaragua,
Guatemala and other Latin
American countries through Israel.

"The stepping up of Israel's
military aid to dictatorial regimes In

Latin America is masterminded by-
Washington, which fears that
deliveries of armaments straight

from the U.S. to countries where
reactionary regimes are in power
can undermine the hypocritical cam-
paign ‘in defence of human rights'

that has been launched by the White
House," the newspaper said.

"Pravda" continued:
“The backstage mechanism of the

alliance of- U.S. imperialism,
Zionism and Latin American
military dictatorships Is simple.
"The. U.S. Is increasing its

deliveries of armaments to Israel
while Tel Aviv ships to the addresses
supplied, by Washington products of
the (Israeli war industry that uses
American licences and technology
that is readily provided by the U.S."

Reduction in Tzur
sentence needs

approval by Tamir
TEL AVIV. — Justice Minister
Shmuel Tamir has not yet acted on
the recommendation of a special
amnesty committee that the 15-year
sentence of convicted embezzler
Michael Tzur be reduced by four
years, The Jerusalem Post has
learned. But Tzur, convicted In 1975
of embezzling $20m. while he was
managing director of the Israel Cor-
poration, said that he believes that
his prison term will be reduced.
A spokesman for the Justice

Ministry said that Tamir has not yet
acted because “he must consider
this matter very carefully (and)
Zur's case is not urgent...even if the
recommendation is approved he still

has three and a half years to go (in

jail i
-’* A four-year reduction in his

jail term, plus the possibility of
parole for good behaviour, could
result in Tzur's release In 1982.

Tzur, In Ramie Prison, told The
Post that he Is attempting to avoid
too much publicity about his case
now because it could damage his

chances for an early release.

Patt doubts
future of

Beginless Likud
Industry, Trade and Tourism

Minister Gideon Patt said over the
weekend that he was concerned
about the continued existence of the

Likud If Prime Minister Menahem
Begin stood by his decision notto run
for another term.
Speaking on Israel Radio on Fri-

,

day night, Patt said that his Liberal
Party "views Begin as the un-' 1

disputed leader of the Likud and the

cement holding together its various
components." Accordingly. Patt
continued. Finance Minister Simha
Ehrlich had performed a service

when he made this point last month
in a statement which brought him

,

under considerable fire.

Patt noted that relations between
the two main components of the

Likud, Herat and the Liberals, had
gravely deteriorated recently. He
blamed this on what he called
members of "the third, fifth and six-

th rank" in Herat, who were dis-

satisfied with the performance of the
prime minister and wished to under-
mine him by attacking his most
stable support in the Likud — the
Liberals.
The minister went on to remind

those Herat members that they owed
a great deal to the Liberals, who had
"extricated Herat from the opposi-
tion wilderness" and made possible
the Likud's accession to power.
He stressed, however, that he still

saw Herat as providing wise and
serious leadership. (Itim)

Begin reiterates: No
Palestinian state
Prime Minister Menahem Begin

said last night that Israel will never
agree to the establishment of a
Palestinian state in Judea, Samaria,
and the Gaza Strip.

Israel would make every effort to

continue the peace negotiations with
Egypt, and would not ask for
"foreign armies" to defend It, Begin
said.

. The premier was speaking to UJA
leaders from Latin America and JIA
officers from Britain.
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Police drag an Orthodox resident of the Kiryat Zanz quarter off the ne.w road to Ramot
during a demonstration protesting use of the road on Shabhat. Despite yesterday's

demonstration, during which the road was closed by demonstrators for 15 minutes, there

was a marked tapering-off of activity compared to the past few weekends. Both the

secular Ramot neighbourhood committee and leaders of Natorei Karta said that they had

suspended plans for demonstrations yesterday as a result of Mayor Teddy Kollek’s an-

nouncement on Friday that he plans to appoint a committee to study the

Controversy. iHcrskovitz, Zoom 77
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Massive income tax raids

on businesses proposed
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — All income tax
professional workers — about 1,000
people — should raid businesses
throughout Israel for a few months,
certain circles in the income tax
department propose.

The suggestion was made as a
result of the considerable success of
recent tax raids carried out by the
field controllers unit, comprising
some 120 people.

An income tax source told The
Jerusalem Fost that the small field

control unit cannot handle all tax
evaders. Therefore, the source said,

it would be desirable to mobilize all

desk-bound income tax inspectors
for a limited period and eliminate in

one fell swoop the spreading plague
of tax evasions.
The source noted that the massive

raid campaign should be carried out

before approval of the Treasury
scheme to enable defaulters to
launder Illegal capital at the rate of

only 25 per cent tax.

“If the suggestion to carry out
massive tax raids Is implemented,
its success is almost certain. It will

urge tax evaders to declare their

black capital immediately because
of the increase in-the phances of their
being caught," the source said.

The source added that despite the
difficulties that may be Incurred in

the department's routine work by
the raids, the raid is still the best
scheme, both for tax collection and
for deterring defaulters.

On the other hand, continued the
source, the Israeli judicial system is

not geared to handle masses of tax
evaders. If the raid scheme Is decid-
ed on. the country's judiciary will

have to make special arrangements
to handle these cases, the source
said.

Meshel hits plan to launder black money
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV. _ The Finance
Ministry's proposal to launder black
money is a slap in the face to those
who have paid their taxes honestly,
Histadrut Secretary-General
Yeroham Meshel has declared.

He also said that the proposal
which will enable tax evaders to
declare hitherto concealed Income
and pay tax on it at the rate of only 25
per cent is a sign that those who
should be leading the economy are
blind to* the current economic and
social problems.

Meshel's strong reaction to the
scheme came at a meeting with
directors of the Histadrut' s Solel

Boneh building corporation.

Meshel said that letting tax
evaders pay only 25 per cent tax, if

any, puts them in the same tax
bracket as wage earners making

less than ILT.OOO a month.
The evaders' large profits will still

remain in their hands for inflation-

producing consumption of luxuries,

and to widen social gaps and in-

crease workers’ frustrations, he
said.
• MesheT also attacked the plan to
revive the compulsory loan system,
under which a part of workers'
salaries was deducted for govern-
ment savings bonds. Meshel pointed
out that when the tax reform went
into effect in July 1975, the loan was
turned into tax, thus depriving the
taxpayer of the interest and linkage
he would have received on his bonds.
Meshel said the Histadrut would op-
pose reviving compulsory loans
because they place the burden on
wage earners and on honest self-

employed persons who pay their tax-

es. while the evaders are left free to

avoid yet another levy — and to

await their next pardon.

BAKHTIAR FIRM
(Continued from page I)

return from exile ended 14 years out-

side the country, said his provisional
government would prepare for a
national referendum “to ratify the

new constitution for an Islamic
republic, which already is
prepared."
The provisional government, he

said, would be appointed by “the
chairman of the revolutionary coun-
cil," apparently himself.

Bakhtiar told a French radio inter-

viewer on Thursday that if Khomeini
formed a rival government “I will

ignore it as much as possible."
Bakhtiar also said he ruled out the

likelihood of a coup at this time but
that If bloody protests resumed the
army will respond "with bullets."
(Three persons died in political
violence on Friday, swelling the toll

in Iran's year-long upheaval beyond
1,500.)

In an effort to head off a possible
army coup. Khomeini said yesterday
that there have been contacts
between his supporters and the
military "and if necessary there will

be contacts later on."
Khomeini told the news conference

that all foreigners In Iran “will be
free to continue living here working
In their jobs unless their activities

are harmful to the country.” He also
said that religious minorities, among
them Christians, Jews and
Zoroastrians, had been badly treated
under the shah but that under the
new Islamic republic such groups
"will be treated kindly and fairly

like any other citizens of this coun-
try.”

Polish Jews will

hold world meet
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Representatives of the
Jewish community of Poland will

arrive here on Tuesday to attend this

week's fourth congress of the World
Conference of Polish Jewry. This is

the first time in many years that the

Polish government Is allowing its

Jewish community to be represented

at the proceedings here In Israel.

The toracli branch of the organiza-
tion also announced that Rabbi Alex-

ander Schindler, who heads the

Federation of Polish Jews in the
U.S.. will arrive on Tuesday.

Schindler recently met with Polish

government officials to discuss com-
pensation for Jewish property con-

fiscated during World War II. Other
delegations to be represented in-

clude Polish Jews from Argentina,

Brazil, Canada. Europe, and others.

But Khomeini insisted again that
Iran should sever all ties with Israel
because of what he called the Jewish
state's continuing dispute with the
Arabs.
Khomeini's wife. Khadijeh

Saghafii. arrived in Teheran early
yesterday aboard an Air France
jetliner. She was dressed in a
traditional, full-length veil, i Reuter.
APi

Change sought

in Jackson
amendment

By WOLF BLITZER
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Sen. Adlai E.
Stevenson. (Democrat, Illinois) has
announced that he will introduce
legislation tomorrow designed to

substantially revise the 1974
Jackaon-Vanlk ‘‘freedom of
emigration" amendment to the
trade bill.

The move by Stevenson, chairman
of the Senate banking subcommittee
on international finance, would
make it easier for the U.S. to extend
most favoured nation status to the
Soviet Union and China..

Administration officials predicted

the measure would spark a major
battle over whether the restrictive

trade legislation incorporated in the
1974 bill should be dropped now that

the Soviet Union has allowed Jewish
emigration to increase. More than
30,000 Soviet Jews emigrated last

year, about the same number allow-

ed to leave In 1973. the previous high.

Stevenson said his legislation
would make certain that the U.S.
provides the same trade concessions
to the Soviet Union and China.

Specifically. Stevenson said his

legislation would increase from
$390m. to $2b. the amount of U.S.
government-backed financial
credits available to Communist
countries , in .purchasing U.S. goods
and services.,extend moraflexibillty
to the president to determine if

emigration practices are easing, and
increase from one year to five years
the "waiver" period during which
the preferential trade concessions
would be available without ad-
ditional review.
Sources close to Sen. Henry

Jackson (Democrat-Washinglon)

.

the sponsor of the earlier "freedom
of emigration" bill, expressed op-
position to Stevenson's measure.

Bcevit backs PL0
after Libya visit

LONDON i Reuter t. — Turkey has
joined Libya in pledging full support
for the Palestine Liberation
Organization the Libyan news agen-
cy Jana said on Thursday in a com-
munique at the end of a four-day of-
ficial visit by Turkish Prime
Minister Bulcnt Ecevlt.
Ecevit arrived in Libya on Monday

and political sources in Ankara said
at the time that he was expected to
try to persuade the Libyan govern-
ment to boost the volume of Its oil ex-
ports lo Turkey.

On the thirtieth day after the passing of our dear

ALFRED GOLDHAMMER v,
the son of Dr. Arie Goldhammer

of Vienna
there will be a memorial meeting and unveiling of the tombstone on
February 6, 1979. 3.00 p.m.. at the old cemetery, Hof Hacarmci. Haifa.
Wc will meet at the main entrance to the cemetery.

The !w-r«-ii vril fiintiiv

Our thanks to all those who expressed their written and oral condolences.

We announce with sorrow the passing of

PAULINE WEINGARTEN
on February 2, 1979

The funeral has already taken place.

Ewy and Moshc Kerrm and family
and Kibbutz Cosher Haziv

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of our dear
mother and grandmother

CELIA (DAISY) LIPPMAN >>
n£r Cllrn

The funeral will leave today. Sunday, February 4 . 1979 at 1.30 p.m. from
the Municipal Funeral Parlour. 5 Rehov Daphna. Tel Aviv, for the Kiryul
Shaul Cemetery.

The Bereaved Fninllim;

Nrvhrmiu Chnyutn Zurii-1

E*r» and Rnniii IJppnuin
;ind her grandrhifdren

Ri’Iihjvji Sli-ff Wizu Group
mourns the loss nl our di-sir t-hsm-ni

DAISY LIPPMAN
The funeral will leave from the funeral parlour at Rehov Du run. Ti*I Aviv,
today nl 1.30 p.m., tor the Kiryat Shaul Cemetery.

SUNDAY, FBBBua,
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Nablus mayor defies order

to stay away from Hebron
JeniHaJpm Post Reporter

The military government in the

West Bank Is considering taking ac-

tion against Nablus Mayor Bassam

Shaka. who defied an order issued by

the military governor and tried to at-

tend a proteat Moslem pray-in at the

Machpela Cave in Hebron on Friday.

Shaka arrived in Halhui village,

just north of Hebron, on Friday mor-

ning, along with several other West

Bank and East Jerusalem notables.

The group intended to proceed to

Hgbron, where they planned to pray

in the Machpela Cave in protest

against the new regulations enacted

last month, permitting Jews to hold

regular religious services in the

cave.
They were stopped at a military

roadblock, which was set up to check

the identity of anyone wishing to con-

tinue to Hebron. Shaka was not

allowed to proceed, along with Hilml

al-Muhtasib, head of the Moslem
Council in East Jerusalem, the Mufti

of Jerusalem. Sa'ad a-Din al-Alami,

and several other notables.

Earlier, when it became known
that the Moslems intended to stage a

protest in Hebron, the military

government informed mayors and
other notables throughout the West
Bank that they rfould not be allowed

to enter the town. It also asked
Hebron Mayor Fahd Kawassmeh to

cancel the press conference he had
planned to protest the changes in the

Machpela Cave.
Most West Bank mayors obeyed

the instruction, and did not attempt

to attend the pray-in. Those who did

attempt to make the
' •

notables who had been InviSfi^
ticlpatc in the protest, but»s5!

not been specifically

military authorities to sta*-
Shaka waa-rcportedly the daL**"
deliberately flout the

and thus may be liable to
of action. .

™
The notables stopped in

'

and prayed in the local ,

Mayor Muhammad Milw
summoned to the military »
in Hebron, in an atteinptto »
protest meeting from taWnT-ii.^
Halhui. "*"*1

Meanwhile, thousands of irwL.

gathered at the Machpela SS
Friday prayers. The securit?

2

declared the cave and its iinn»r
vicinity a military area*
prevented all non-worshippeJ
eluding newsmen and photo

1
— from entering.

Security forces were
along all roads leading to the
and the identities of all those
tried to approach-it were can
checked. Hundreds of Moslems
intimidated by the large j

presence in the town, and
away from the cave.

A statement prepared
Supreme Moslem Council
have, been read at Fridays
conference. It stated that
Machpela Cave In Its entirety
holy Moslem mosque; and do
Moslem has any rights in.it.rn

Jectf outright' all steps taken’ hf
.occupation authorities.” .

n>150m. needed to finish bus statio

By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The new central bus
terminal in Tel Aviv can be com-
pleted with a government loan of

IL350m.. thus costing the govern-
ment considerably less than the
ILlb. estimated by the Transport
Ministry, according to shopowners
-in the terminal.
Haim Topaz, secretary of the com-

mittee of the business owners in the

terminal, and Ze'ev Singer, the
organization's attorney, told The
Jerusalem Post that Arye Pilz, the

major shareholder of the new bus
terminal, has proposed finishing the

job with a government loan of only
ILi50m.
Stores in the terminal were

purchased from the KIkar Levinsky
firm, which collapsed in 1975. The
project was then taken over by con-

tractor Pilz, Egged and Soiftta
Topaz told The Post that: the

»

sent government had promtJ
carry out the previous gov
decision to complete the
but now Uie government- is _
responsibility for.the project' -

Meanwhile, Transport Ministn
flciala have told Finance
flcials that there.are. nun*,-

' projects to consider than e

Tel Aviv's bus terminal.A
Ministry spokesman
that he knew nothing of-3

proposal. -7 -X'-:

Shopowners in the unojj
"

terminal — some of whoa
their shops as long as XDyean
comprise 1,600 Israeli
numbering 5.800.-.people 'tw«i'

families from 22 foreign

numbering about 1,900;

Dulzin:We did everything possible;

TEL AVTV (Itim). — Few Iranian
Jews have immigrated to Israel in
recent months, even though
everything possible has been done to

help them do so, Jewish Agency
Chairman Arye Dulzin said on Fri-

day. He was speaking here as guest
of the Engineer's Club at Belt
Hamehandess.
Dulzin reported that approximate-

ly 15,000 of Iran's 80,000 Jews have
left, with about l,opo coming to
Israel as immigrants. Another 8,000
have come as fourihts, andthough 2,-

000 have already, returned to Trhn,
the rest are still living here in hotels
or with relatives, the chairman said.

He added that another 300 youths
have come with youth movements,
and 200 as students.
Dulzin stated: "We did all we

could in the wake of recent
developments to caution and protest
by various means. There may come
a crisis point in Iran, whereby

Changes in Egged
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Egged bus line
umber 88 will be extended as of
today, Egged spokesman Raphael
Rosenberg announced Thursday.

The 83 bus route will start from
Holon's Kiryat Sharett, In the
eastern part of the town, instead of

its centre, and will pass through the
fallowing streets: Mifratz Shlomo,
Ram at Hagnlan, Sheshet Hayaznim,
Moshe Sharett, Hahistadrut,
Hankin, Homa Umigdal and
Shenkar, then through Bat Yam to

Jaffa.
In Jaffa the buses will leave from

money, possessions and.

r

Jews themselves — would ir

bidden to leave, bufthey
to our cries. X dent see- in

failure, as if we didn’t succeed[fa

forming and convincing them/n
is tn this a Jewish tragedy
a Zionist failure." -.1

Dulzin added that ln the put

to six months, the Irania J
'

Issue has received top Jetitt

cy priority. As ah.;

recounted- a case four
__

wherb
man’Jews who wanted tote

but had no way of comings
“We decided to sendaSpeckl

bo plane, but the next day tt t*

out that there were problem J

only about 160 were
come. We sent a smaller place,

only 80 Immigrants'carnal
aide we have dime and ire-

everything possible;’*
emphasized. Vi/:.-

routes from todaj

Rehov Hamelech Hlram/ jiear

Clock Square' and
;
paw

Sderot Yerashalaytm :&qd
Shivtei Yisrael, Yefet KedenJ,

nolo Harofeh and.. Yefet
“

Bat Yam and Holon., . .
- . ..

.

Also beginning on~Sonday,^<a
bus lines 831 and.84l will add.oM
to their route at BneiBrak’S «4jj

market. " \v
‘" *'j

DRILL. — A Civil Defence dritt?

be held soon in the Bat
during both day-time and
-hours, with the participation^ oil

units, the police and Magef»_P*t

Adorn. ; X/'j

With deep sorrowwe announce the passing of our Mart®

LEAH AMBACH E

The funeral will leave for Har Haxnenuhot tomorrow,
February 5, 1979 , at 2 p.m. from SanJhedriya.,. Jerusalem”

'

Nachman and Stella Amhache-'
Suzy and Abba Eban
Tsilla Castle
Aura and Chaim Herzog
Rivka Gilead and the Japbet
Rachel Lauterpacht ‘

Grandchildren and great grande:

My beloved mother -'H

HEDVI.G LAMDAUR
has left us, after reaching a ripe oJd .agc.--.v^^

The funeral will leave today, Sunday. February 4, 1979.*t'.2-^P,g

the Municipal Funeral Parlour, 5 Rehov Dafna. Tel Avw.;Wrr<.
Shaul Cemetery. ;

•_
:

Kor ihr brrruvpd bnill.v:
'

h ".v^
Elsbct Spiro, Riniuil Go’b ' ^ .

Hrrtii Ncvton, Qilraco:
.

•Dora Srhocken, MnriYoit
Mj trltinr BuUrfaovKc-;

'

and fikntillra. :
,»

Please refrain from cohdolcoC*.

On the thirtieth day after the passihg ofour bclhy^f

ROBERT ROUBACRml
we wiH meet at his graveside for the unveiling of- the tom

We win m^t^fS 6
’ f70 ' at 3 IheSiUWc Will meet m the cemetery entrance, near the Ihlei^**^
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;
end

niolv 1.

^Sdstered. he wiouM stand in the

hlin^rch 4 poll agaebamt the official

, ^Sfelnce in his electoral district,
*ctor pUz. Eto, Lshol theatre prIAa baDerina
J °Paz told rff"bctalya Beasmertnova. .

; ~
• .v*
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11 ffovemmem (Where is no legal bar to gamps- of
H'y out thp D

” ^ iriduals pntttog up theircwn can-
“fsion to eoZr*t*t03 for SapremeSovtet elections
1 now the Medvedev saW4hat he couM not

monsibilitv any rtwert'|i««»denL •-

' or
^p*he oi^aalsers admit: that their

meanwhile,TW-inees of vletory are-ribn.-:

K'S!® •
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ejects to

-- "It's very important to start

somewhere.'* said Sychov, a 38-year-

old photographer. **We are going to

test Soviet democracy to see if it

'wor^Si*'

Op Thursday, the group delivered

Medvedev's registration forms at

Moscow’* Sverdlovsky voting dis-

trict. The ofOctal- at tbe district

refttsed af.’first to accept the papers,
Sychov said.

"She laughed hot because she was
.
angry fats because It was so un-
usual "he recalled, "She told them:
*My friends, step from the heavens
.to'tbe.earth. You know you are living

in this country??"

Meanwhile, relatives of three lm
prisoned dissident figures on Thura
day accused Soviet authorities of 11

legally cutting off communications
with the men as part of continued of-

ficial harassment of human rights
activists. -

Tbe three, Yuri Orlov. Alexander
Ginzburg and Anatoli Scharansky,
were arrested In the spring of 1977

and convicted lari summer, in a
series of political trials, of anti-

Soviet. activities. In Scbaransky’s
case, the charge was espionage.

In other disclosures by the dls-

.
ridents’ families oh Thursday, it was

* said that more than 700 persons and
families had been helped in the past
year by the relief fund for political

prisoners and their families es-
tablished by exiled Nobel Prize
laureate Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

.-Among the recipients were said to

.
be about 100 Soviet citizens illegally

incarcerated for political reasons in
psychiatric hospitals. 100 others who
needed money to travel to see
relatives Imprisoned or exiled in
remote parts of the Soviet Union,
and about 25 who needed money to

help pay lawyers fees to defend
themselves against political
charges. (AP. Reuter. WPNS)
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5
measure.,formally titled the

*. “European convenficw of the nan*.

niTlOr n(wfrHcabillty of statutory limitationUll6 p vJHJtriines. against humanity andwar
M1, tnes," was adopted^ntl974 butno '

‘-ntry has yetratifled it;

.
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.

e^selves - convention is specially con-
oon -0 leave.

totlijrerBial In West Germany^ vdiere
our ones. I dco'i

>Bundestag !* scheduled todehate
urc. as if we dldflatprfl-a proporitioh Which would
minganacomrtoeifcove the time lhnit from war
0 this a Jewish tnpnes prosecutions. If the'Iaw is not
ionist failure." nged. prosecution tor Wbrjd War
)u^ln added Uutttrimes will be barred in West Ger*
six months, the hny at the end of the year-
!c haa received Friday’s recommendation also
priority. As aided on govenunents to ppopezate -

0unted a case firprpgccutirifcwar prtmlnfllif u^ v .

ere he tvastoldtri Dutch SooiaHat member^ of-the
r. Jews who waatfncil’s parliamentary • assembly
had no way of cc^ wrote a: report- on the subject.

We decsdediojmter Stoffelen saidthat tome 8.000

plane, but the war .criminals bad escaped
that inert wenFs?cut*°“‘ ••

j

v about 1W M'.-r 1 ir:r—Hr——-

—

Council of Europe asks for

io time limit on war trials
- Three West German deputies
abstained.in the voting. Seven votes
agaihri-the recommendation were
cast; by. Scandinavian and Greek
deputies who said that the measure
.would clash with existing legislation
in their countries.

Meanwhile In Dortmund, West
Germany, security officials detained

. six more young men belonging to an
armed neo-Nazi group calling itself

“Battle
-

Group East Westphalia,"
the public prosecutor said on Friday.

-The men came from Hoexter, a
•small town north ofDortmund where
:JL2 other*,

-

including the alleged
•leader. wcrearrested on Wednesday
and Thursday.’

. Prosecutor Hermann Weichert.
said that the 26-year-old leader was
bring detained in custody while the

others were released/The group was
founded to 1972. ^
The arrest warrant against the

leader, who was-not named, alleged
illegal possession of arms, theft of a
two-way radio from a hospital, theft

of weapons and making bomb
threats.-

;
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AVIV. — Despite it relatively

1 Aj-h «7r*
rP r&lly last Thursday, tire

..am elect era] ahare index dedtaed fay 2.76
square an^p eejnt ^ a weejI fail bfjhectlc ac-

y- - '•
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'J.
peeping in line with the sharply

““ ,sng prices airi turnovara .of .the
Yam and Hcrfoo. rious week, last Sunday’sow an
!so beg.nninfi m ®time high trading record-

;
of

lines 531 and Shares predonthaatedandln
hc:r r.’uie at B»*ie Instances readied historic

n Monday It seemed,the market -

jj,l. — A Ci«l D*ht be ready for .profit-taktogj

hold soon in heavy -trading a^ ..String of

ing ho:h day-u^nes. Over tbe beri. twb; sessions •.

Js with the panwseUing becamelntease witivmost
‘

twlice a® .ors registering relatively sharp
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ring the two
. strmigest- seUlng

lions, the shares of Bank Leumi
aped by lS polhts,.orA.6 per cent.
1 was notoworthy'because the big

banks have been rocommen-.
- ? the puixhase of -tizelr -own

irities to investors. In stone in-
jaes foreign cinrencyloans were
mded to chentuo that;tbeycouTd
:hase Jhani,. an action which
' require subsequent massive

ennso* “TJjCl
.nhfdriya -
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Hapoalim gwri Discount banks sup-
ported their securities and main-
tained a stable market and prices —
not the case with Bank Leumi. The
country's banks exercise con-
siderable influence on the. Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange and Meir Hetb,
’chairman of the exchange’s board of
directors, recently -revealed that
thought was being given to curbing
the size of the banks’ new public

financing issues. He said that the
large flotations had an adverse
effect ’on the share market in 1978.

'
- While the share market was flue-

tooting,. index-linked bonds rallied

sharply and registered gains of as
much as S per cent. The Bank of

Israel reported that it had sold close

to ILl.5b. in new Issues in January.

The big three banks probably will

release their financial results for

1978 during the course of this month.
Discount Bank willbe the first of the
majors to report, announcing their

results
.
tomorrow.

In the local currency market, the
Israel pound continued to show sur-
prising strength against the U.S.
dollar, even as once again the dollar
appreciated against the major Euro-
pean currencies.
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ew boom in mutual funds
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,inJ (hr n YORK (AP): — The samc ta-

hi -uf* concern over interest-rate
'

.in
^ that ha® dominated" stock-

n -*•“ *
*ket investors* ^-thlnkirig of' late
helped foster, a new boom In

ley-market mutual funds.

tese funds, which invest in short-
interest-bearing securities

as treasury bills and hank cer-
ates of deposit, have attracted
>rd inflows of money in recent
ks. 1

any of them made their
earance during the 1978-74 surge
interest, rates, as investors
ame aware‘::that these in-
ments had reached the point of-
ding more than such traditional
icles as savings accounts.

nOonohue's Money Fund Report,”
loUiston, Massachusetts-based
sletter, reports that assets of the

^‘cy funds were- growing at a
‘m.- a-week pace in mid-January,
previous record far a single
had been only half that, said

report's publisher. William
ohuc.

.hrough the first 24 days of
j.-!? uary

,
he said, the funds had a net

-cesfi^*
1* 1W °.f ?2 -2^* The attraction, of

<

*
se ' w the current high level of

*
'
ia offcred hy the funds — from

DuLfH ' undcr 9 percent to more than 10
^eeni in many cases.

* ,-e V- veral towered their prime
,,/' ing rates from ll.75 per cent to

.,1 ‘ li,p

t’h"-

>,w

. 1.W»*

j
per cent on Friday,', but most
or U.S. banks have refused to
the first prime rate reduction In
than two years.

.. First Pennsylvania Bank, the 20th

largest bank in the country, was tbe

largest to follow the lead set earlier

in the week by Chase Manhattan
Bank, which is No. 3.

Analysts said the prime fate,

which is the rate charged by banks to

their most credit-worthy corporate

borrowers, will probably vary
among banks until the Federal
Reserve Board takes some action to

loosen the tight credit policies.

The stock market gave up some of

iis early-1979 gains last week. The
Dow Jones average of 30 industrials,

up nearly 55 points in the first four

weeks of the new year, fell back 25.12

to 834.63. That marked the average’s

largest weekly loss since it fell 31.96

in the last week of October, 1978.

Court orders new
election in Arara

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The District Court here,

after finding that some residents

voted twice in the recent elections,

has ordered that a new election be

held in one Of the three polling areas

in Arara village-

The court also found that unknown

residents voted in place of registered

voters, who were in Mecca on elec-

tion day. The court further ordered

that the election of one council

member. AwanJ Mas'ud, be cancell-

ed because bis name did not appear

on the election list.

The court has asked police to in-

vestigate the irregularities.

Aluf Shlomo GazJt (right), outgoing head of military inirMigcncr,
toasts his successor, Aluf Yehoshua Sagic, in u hnndtni-r ceremony
at the canteen of an army base on Friday.

1 iimm')

Former intelligence chief Gazit:

Palestinians may want
to talk with Israel
Aluf Shlomo Gazit, the outgoing

head of military intelligence, said on
Friday that the peace negotiations
with Egypt could loAd to a
P&lestinian-Israeli dialogue.

Gazit, who waa interviewed on
television news, said that despite the
current suspension of the talks, he
believed a peace agreement between
Israel and Egypt will be signed.

Such an agreement Is likely to
prove a positive factor because
besides pulling Egypt out of the con-
flict with Israel, It may well blunt
military confrontations and buildups
initiated by other Arab states, Gazit
aid. He mentioned Jordan, the
Palestinians and Saudi Arabia as the
bodies most likely to turn away from
conflict as a result of an Israel-
Egypt settlement.

The Palestinians might be ex-
pected to seek a dialogue, initially

through the U.S., out of the fear that
they stand to lose everything from a
settlement.
The present disputes holding up

negotiations relate to basic and stub-

born issues that appear vital to both
sides. The issues, which touch expos-
ed nerves, include that of the dispute
over the priority rf the treaty over
all other agreomcn s. Gazit said. For
Israel, he explained, it was impossi-
ble to conclude an agreement which
contained fundamental clauses
which only the Egyptians had the
right to interpret in times of crisis or
conflict between Israel and other
Arab states. Epvpt, on the other
hand, could not prant legitimation to
an agreement under which Israel
seemed to bo s-ying: “Look, we've
neutralized the Egyptians as a
military factor agalns: us no matter
what we choos . to do."

Gazit. who is %eing replaced by
Aluf Ychoshu', Sagie as head of
army intelligence, said he rejected
the tendency ;o regard intelligence
officers as astrologers. They merely
follow events and analyse likely out-
comes. like any academic in the
field, though sometimes with rather
more intimate information at their
disposal than the average professor
has. iltim >

Labour unrest seen in week ahead
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A new wave of labour
unrest is expected this week with
sanctions- or warning strikes
threatened by engineers, hospital

housekeeping and administrative
staff, civil servants and nurses.

The engineers are expected to

begin sanctions tomorrow to press
their demands for a special wage
scale unrelated to any other group.
The engineers claim their contribu-
tion to the economy is specific and
should be paid for without regard of

what other sectors want or get. In
this connection, they are again dis-

cussing the possibility of leaving the

Histadrut because they fee] the

Labour Federation is barring their

way by insisting on perpetuating a

system in which everyone is linked
to the engineers.
Hospital housekeeping and ad-

ministrative workers want special
increments, such as an effort incre-

ment and a hospital increment, and
disruptions at hospitals may be ex-

pected if their demands are not met.
The nurses want the same pay raises
that social workers received and are
threatening a warning strike in two
weeks.
The Civil Servants Union, is

demanding negotiations on pay
rises, such as -those received by the
academic professionals in the
humanities and social sciences. The
civil servants, whose framework
agreement gave them an average
rise of 22 per cent, will seek
whatever extras they can prove that
others received.

Denmark television

to show‘Holocaust’
COPENHAGEN (APl. — The
management of Denmark's state-

run television system bowed to

public demand on Friday and decid-

ed to screen the U.S.-produced series

“Holocaust." The series was
originally turned down because the

management said it did not come up
to Danish TV quality standards.
Fuelled by reports of the reception

of the series in West Germany,
pressure was applied to the televi-

sion chiefs by such groups as the
Veterans Association and the Jewish
community. A factor was that
thousands of Danes in southern Den-
mark reportedly saw the series on
West German television. Others in

eastern Denmark will be able to see
it on Swedish TV in mid-March.

It will be screened in Denmark for

four successive nights from March 1.

Each episode will be followed by an
hour's discussion by a panel.

HEALTH COURSE. — Twenty-five
Kupat Holim employees recently
completed a three-year course in

health services at Bar-Ban Univ.

Bulgaria won’t let

Israeli crew land
HAIFA. — The Bulgarian authorities

have refused to allow the 24-man
crew of the Israel freighter M.S.
Palmah to go ashore in the port of

Burgas, where the ship arrived on
Friday.
The crew informed the Marine Of-

ficers Unton of the refusal by
telegram. Union secretary Adam
Chisik told The Jerusalem Post over

the weekend that the union had re-

quested the Intervention of the Inter-

national Transport Workers Federa-
tion (ITFi in London, of which the

union is a member, and that the ITF
had promised to do what it can.

The ship was still anchored outside

the port on Friday waiting her turn

to enter, to discharge and load
cargoes.

Israeli freighters call at Bulgarian
ports occasionally, but this was ap-

parently the first time crews have
not been allowed ashore.

APPOINTED — Yosef Duriel, an
engineer, has been appointed special
adviser to Minister of Transport
Haim Landau.

Local Arab leaders express

full loyalty to the state
By YOEL DAR

Jerusalem Pont Reporter
NAZARETH. — Twelve chairmen of
Arab local councils from the
Triangle have signed a public state-

ment expressing full loyalty to the
State of Israel. Ir, the statement,
drawn up on Thursday after a
meeting at the village of Jatt, the
chairmen emphasized that they arc
Arabs by nationality and Israelis by
citizenship.

“We will be loyal to our state and
to our nationality, and there is no
contradiction between the two." the
statement said. The participants ex-
pressed their objection to any
attempt to expropriate their land
and condemned any terror action,
whatever its motive.
“We see ourselves as a positive

factor in all attempts at a solution to
the Middle East conflict." the state-
ment said.
The council chairmen called or.

Israeli authorities not to take im-
mediate steps after declarations by
various Arab groupings as though
they expressed the views of all Arabs
in Israel.

Some of the chairmen had par-
ticipated In the meeting of chairmen
of Arab councils in Nazareth on
January 30, when the chairmen ex-
pressed Identification with tbe PLO.
Former foreign minister Yigai

A IIon ort Friday called on Jewish and
Arab leaders to condemn the

phcnrur.cnon of radicalizntion in both
Lectors. Speaking at a meeting of 32
chairmen of Arab local councils at

Kibbutz Ginnssar, under the
auspices nf the Labour Parly, Alton
said that this radicaltzation caught
on only with marginal groups among
the Arab population. However, there
are also ugly phenomena in the
Jewish sector, he said. He gave as an
example the speech of Rabbi Meir
Kah.ino to Haifa University students

last week.
Alton suggested mounting a public

campaign in universities, schools
and factories to explain that this is a
Jewish state, in which the Arab pop-
ulation is an integral part deserving
full rights.

Alton told The Jerusalem Pent that

democracy includes the right to de-
fend itself and "we are entitled to

use legal means, not administrative
ones, against those who wish to

destroy the stale.”
Alton said that if the law is insuf-

ficient for the purpose, the Knesset
should remedy the situation by
legislation.

Likud MX Amnon Linn yesterday
sent a letter to the Haifa University
Students Union, saying that whoever
invited Kahaite to speak had made a
mistake considering the present at-

mosphere. Moderate circles in Arab
villages are driven to extreme
positions as a result of acts such as
the invitation and Kahanc's speech.
Linn charged.

Beit Halohem engineer denies he

discussed ‘pyramid’ with contractor
HAIFA < Itim ) . — Dr. Saki
Rosenhaft, the construction engineer
on the controversial Beit Halohem-
Yad Lcbanim project here, told the
Haifa district court on Friday that he
had recommended an important
structural change in the project
without consulting with the contrac-
tor, Uri Levzovsky.
Levzovsky is on trial — along with

two municipal officials, Haim Pik and
Yisracl Giacomo — for allegedly
conspiring to defraud the Haifa
municipality by submitting false ac-
counts for the construction of a steel
pyramid as part of the Yad Lebanim
complex. The pyramid was original-
ly meant to be of concrete, but it was
later decided to build it of steel in-

stead — allegedly to save time and
money.
Rosenhaft told the court on Thurs-

day that he 'had favoured changing
the original plan because he con-
sidered steel would be a more elastic
material for the planned pyramid
than concrete, and less liable to

crack.
He strongly denied on Friday.

however, that he had made his
recommendation in consultation
with Levzovsky. and had discussed it

only with the project's architect,
David Yannai.

Yartnai was instrumental in bring-
ing the three defendants to trial, and
was fired from his job on the project
when the police began to investigate
the alleged irregularities. Ir. his

testimony earlier last week, Yannai
told the court that he had delayed
telling Haifa officials about the
irregularities he had discovered
"because he wanted to give Lev-
zovsky a chance to correct his mis-
takes."
In his testimony on Friday,

P-osenhaft claimed that he had not
attended any meeting with
municipal officials where the change
he had recommended was discussed.
He further stated that he had at no
time tried to force the municipality
into accepting his recommendation,
and in a discussion with the city

engineer, had made it clear the
change was not absolutely essential.

The trial continues this week.

Elon, Tishbi named for

this year’s Israel Prize

Tishbi (Braun 1
Eion (Harati)

Supreme Court Justice Menahem
Elon and Prof. Yeshayahu Tlabbi of

the Hebrew University were last

night named this year's recipients of

the Israel Prize for Jewish studies.

The committee which recommend-
ed the awards said that Prof. Elon
should receive the prize for his

research into Jewish law. and Prof.

Tishbi, for his life-long study of

Jewish mysticism, the Kabbala and
Hassidtsm.

The recommendations have been
approved by Education and Culture
Minister Zevulun Hammer, and the

prizes will be awarded in Jerusalem
on Independence Day, May 2.

Prof. Elon was born in Germany in

1923, and emigrated to Eretz Yisrael

in 1935. He studied at the Hebron
Yeshiva. the Jerusalem Law School

and the Hebrew University. In 1961,

he was appointed senior assistant to

the attorney-general. In December
1977. he was appointed to the
Supreme Court.

Prof.. Elon edited the Jewish law
section of the Encyclopaedia
Judaica. and Indices to the Responsa
of Jewish Law. Among his major
publications are "Freedom of the
Debtor’s Person in Jewish Law1" and
the three-volume "Jewish Law:
History, Sources. Principles."

Prof. Tishbi was born in Hungary
in 1906, emigrating to this country in
1933. He studied Kabbalah,
philosophy and Jewish history at the
Hebrew University, and wrote his
doctoral dissertation on the Kab-
bala. under Prof. Gershom Scholem.
He taught at the Hebrew University
from 1949 until his retirement in
19> > . He published many articles and
books on Kabbala and Hassidlsm.
one of the best known being the two-
volume "Pirkei Zohar" in 1970.

He has been honoured several
times in the past, receiving the
Bialik Prize in 1972. the Herzl Prize
in 197S, and the Kaplun Prize the
same year.
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Abdi Ipekcl

Turks still seeking

editor’s slayer
Jerusalem Post Staff

ISTANBUL- — Security officials on
Friday distributed to the press a
sketch of the suspected killer of

noted Turkish editor Abdi Ipekcl.
whose slaying rekindled public
doubts on the government's ability to
contain spreading terrorism through
martial law.

The sketch
portrayed tbe
assassin as in

his mid-20s.
athletically
built and about
170 cm. tall. The
Thursday night
gunshot-slaying

of Ipekcl,
editor-ln-chlef
of the colour-
printed Istanbul

daily "Mllllyet," was condemned
yesterday by Turkish Premier
Bulent Ecevit as "directed against
Turkish democracy."
Ipekci. popular for ~fils liberal-

minded editorials, was 50 years old

and one of Turkey's most prominent
journalists. He was active for many
years in the International Press
Institute and was deputy chairman
of its executive board. He was also
secretary-general of the Inter-
national Federation of Journalists.

He visited Israel during the IPI
assembly in 1973 and always showed
deep understanding for the complex
problems of the Israel-Arab conflict.

Last November he was one of
Turkey's representatives at a
meeting in London of Turkish and
Greek editors under the auspices of

IPI, which discussed the role of the

press in healing the rift between
Greece and Turkey.

U.S. labour sec’y

to visit in spring
Jerusalem Post Reporter

U.S. Secretary of Labour Ray
Marshal has accepted an invitation

to visit Israel in the spring. Minister
of Labour and Social Affairs Israel

Katz, who is in the U.S. for fund-
raising appearances on behalf of the
United Jewish Appeal, extended the
invitation.
During his visit to Israel. Marshal

will be asked to make arrangements
for officials of the Israeli ministry to

visit the U.S. to study American
progress in the fields of industrial

safety and hygiene, vocational train-

ing, manpower resource planning
and allocation, and pension fund
management.

8 years of waiting

to emigrate ends
NEW YORK (JTA). — After eight

years of waiting. Dr. Isaac PoJtln-

nikov and his family, of Novosibirsk

have received exit visas for Israel,

according to the Student Struggle for

Soviet Jewry and the Union of Coun-
cils for Soviet Jews.
This had been one of the longest

known cases of refusals and their

cause had been taken up by
Democrat Senator Henry Jackson of

Washington.
During this time their younger

daughter Eleanora had been, per-

mitted to leave for Israel, but the

parents and another daughter, Vic-

toria, all physicians, were officially

accused of experimenting on human
"guinea pigs." fired from their jobs

,

and finally forced into becoming
recluses in their apartment.

(Help Syrian Jewry*
call from Strasbourg
STRASBOURG (Reuter). — Over 40

parliamentarians from the Council
of Europe last week signed a
declaration urging member states to

intervene in favour of Syrian Jewry.
They sold the 4,500 Syrian Jews

had been transformed
.
into

defenceless hostages and were not
allowed to leave.

The few Jews authorized to leave
Syria for a limited time are required

to deposit a bail of 25,000 Syrian
pounds (about IL125,000) and leave
their family in the country, the
parliamentarians said.

“NEW” OLD MAPS
Each map is printed in a

variety of delicate

colours in its original

form, on superb quality

linen paper. They are

ideal for framing and

make most welcome
gifts. Thanks to a sub-

stantial purchase we are

offering them at pre-

inflation prices until

Pesah1979.

Price per map IL60. All three

maps JL150. The cost includes

VAT and packing in crush resistant

canon tube and dispatch by regular

mail

.

These maps can also be
purchased from The
Jerusalem Post office in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv or

Haifa.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT.
Map A. Lands of Dispersion from Babel (mid 16th Cen-

tury) by H. Weisel. Size of map 32.5 cm x 40 cm (12 in

x 15 in.) on paper 42 cm x 49 5 cm (16 in. x 19 in.)

Map B Palestine or a New Description of the Land of.

Promise (16th Century) by Tilemann Stella, published by

Abraham Onellus. A map from the first modem atlas of

all known parts of the world Size of map. 34 cm x 45
cm (13 in. x 18 in.) on paper 45 cm x 54.5 cm (18 in. x

21 in.) .

Map C. Jerusalem as the Centre of the World. (1581) by

H. Bunting. The world in the shape of a three-leaved

clover. Size of map. 26 cm. x 36.5 cm. (10 in. x 14 in.)

on paper 29.5 cm x 39 cm (11 in. x 15 in.)

Following the amazing success of our recent offer of three

ancient maps. The Jerusalem Post is now making available

an additional three maps from the same collection.

ORDER
FORM
To: The Jerusalem Post,

POB 81.

Jerusalem.

Please send me the following

maps.

Map A.

Quantity

at 1L60 ea

Map B.

Quantity

at IL60 ea

Map C.

Quantity 1

at IL60 ea

I

• - — * • -• . ...-3jWV ,

ALL THREE
Quantity

at IL150 ea

My cheque for IL

is enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS
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U.S.-Soviet summit ‘certain’

— despite Teng’s attacks
Washington (Reuter i

.

— A U.S.-
*pviet summit between Presidents
Junmy Carter and Leonid Brezhnev
is certain, despite anti-Soviet at-
tacks by Chinese Vice-Premier Ten*
Hsiao-ping during his talks here, a
Soviet diplomatic source said.
"There will be a summit," the

source said on Friday. But the time
and place had not yet been worked
out. These would probably depend on
progress in solving the few remain-
ing Issues blocking a new Strategic
Arms Limitation Treaty (Salt).
The initial Soviet assessment was

that, generally speaking. President
Carter handled the Teng visit
"prudently," although the Russians
were critical of the timing of the visit
just one month after the opening at
U.S.-Chinesc diplomatic relations.
The Soviet news agency Tass has

criticized speeches made by Teng at-
tacking the Soviet Union. And the
source said criticism also could be
expected of the final communique on
the talks.

The Chinese leader last week ac-
cused the Sovet Union of seeking
global domination, and said Moscow
was backing Vietnam's "massive
armed aggression" against Kam-
puchea (Cambodia).
Tass said the U.S. should clarify

its attitude following Teng's "incen-
diary statements."
Teng took a day off from baiting

the Soviet Union on Friday, when he
spent the most informal day yet of
his U.S. visit watching a rodeo in

Houston. Texas.
Before seeing the Old West, the 74-

yoar-old vice-premier got right up to

date as he sat in a flight simulator at
the Johnson Space Centre, and en-

joyed a graphic recreation of the lan-

ding of a space shuttle.
Then, after a dinner of spicy

barbecued pork ribs, baked beans,
pecan pie and beer, it was all cowboy
boots, bucking broncos, charging
steers and swirling lassos.

Yesterday, Teng was due to visit

the Hughes Tool Company, which
manufactures oil drilling equipment,
something China is expected to
purchase in the near future.
Then he was to Qy to Seattle.

Washington, where he will spend two
days before ending his visit
tomorrow.
* Before flying to Houston, the
Chinese delegation spent Thursday
In Atlanta, Georgia, where Teng told

a group of newspaper editors and
publishers that disgraced ex-
Foreign Minister Chiao Kuan-hua Is

alive and well.
In what was believed to be an un-

precedented comment, the vice-
premier said Chiao, purged along
with the "Gang of Four" radicals in

1976, was "having his meals and
sleeping every night."
Teng added that Chiao bad com-

mitted some serious errors and was
not so popular anymore.
Smiling broadly as Teng made his

remarks was Huang Hua, who
replaced Chiao as foreign minister.

‘Husband’ fools bride: He’s a she
MEMPHIS, Tennessee (UPI ) . — A
teenage girl who thought she was
marrying a 19-year-old man has filed

suit for annulment because her
"husband" turned out to be a
woman.
The chancery court suit filed by

the 17-year-old girl last week
charges that she was deceived by
her “husband" and asks that the
marriage be voided because "the
parties have entered into a homosex-
ual marriage, such a marriage being
immoral,” according to Tennessee
law.
A Memphis minister, who

counselled the couple for 10 hours
before marrying them in an
elaborate church ceremony last
year, said that the discovery came
as a complete shock to the girl,

church members and himself.
"I'm a certified sex therapist,"

said the minister who asked that his

name be withheld. “I’m not that

easily fooled." But he said the groom
— who was “nearly a twin of David
Cassidy" — looked and acted like a
man.

It was not until after the couple left

for a new home in Atlanta that the

minister began to hear rumours
about the "groom."
Later, the girl said that her

"husband" told her he was deformed
because of a football Injury and
refused to undress in front of her, the

minister said.

About four months after the
marriage, the girl began having se-

cond thoughts when she heard her
"husband's" parents refer to "him"
by a girl's name when she was out of

the room, the minister said. She soon
returned to Memphis where she filed

the annulment request.

Murder trial ends— Victim’ never died
DURBAN (Reuter). — A murder
trial ended abruptly here on Friday
when the supposed victim walked
into the courtroom.
The case arose from a stabbing in-

cident two years ago in which Keith
Augustine, 19, was alleged to have
killed a man during an argument.
But the man did not die. By error,

the police murder charge was based
on an autopsy conducted on another
man's body.
Unaware that his victim had sur-

vived, Augustine admitted the kill-

ing but' pleaded guilty only to
culpable homicide rather than
murder.
As the Supreme Court judge

prepared to pronounce sentence on
the lesser charge, police admitted
their mistake and produced the "vic-

tim," Amos Ngeme— alive and well.

Judge James Hart said the situa-

tion was unique in South African
legal history and adjourned the case
for 10 days to study It more fully.

$17m. hashish haul
MALAGA (Reuter). — Spanish
police seized hashish worth an es-

timated $17m. as it was being un-
loaded from a yacht near the

- Mediterranean resort of Marbella.

TEL AVIV
Mann Auditorium, 8J0 p.m.

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 6

PAUL PARAY
conductor

Series 1:

Series 2:

Series 3:

Series 4:

Series G:

Series 6:

Series 7:

Series 8:

Programme:
Mozart: Overture to ",Don Giovan-
ni"

Haydn: Symphony No. 96
Franck: 3 Movements from
“PsycM"
Liszt: ",Mazeppa

Tuesday, 8.2.79

Wednesday, 7.2.79

Saturday, 10.2.79

Monday, 12.2.79

Tuesday, 13.2.79

Thursday, 15.2.79

Saturday, 17.2.79

Sunday, 18.2.79

JERUSALEM,
Binyenel Ha’ooma, 8.30 p.m.

Thursday. 8.2.79

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 6

PAUL PARAY
conductor

Programme as In Tel Aviv

HAIFA,
Haifa Auditorium, 8.30 p.m.

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 5

PAUL PARAY
conductor

Series 2: Tuesday. 20.2.79

Series 2: Wednesday, 21,2.79

Series 3: Thursday, 22.2.79

Programme as In Tel Aviv

HAIFA,
Haifa Auditorium, 8.30 p.m.
Series 4 : Wednesday, 14.2.79

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 2

PAUL PARAY
conductor

Programme as in Tel Aviv

TEL AVIV
Mann Auditorium, 8.30 p.m.

Monday, 26.2.79

Light Classical
Music Series

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 3

PAUL PARAY
conductor

BRACHA EDEN
ALEXANDER TAMIR

Duo pianists

EIN GEV
Kmco Music Centre

Wednesday. 28.2-79. 9.00 p.m.

SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT No. 2
SHALOM RONLY-K1KLIS

conductor
BRACHA EDEN

ALEXANDER TAMIR
Duo pianists

Programme:
Btirh: Cimverto for two pianos
Poulenc: Concerto for tiro pianos
Brahms: Symphony No.- 1.

Civil guardsmen surprised two
Moroccans transferring the hashish

ashore on Friday. One of the
smugglers is a resident of Holland,

and the other, a resident of Belgium.

A mountain of rubbish piles up in London's Soho, where people are alarmed at the threat

to health standards as the dustmen’s strike continues. The strike by the dustmen in Lon-
don's Westminister district caused a pile-up of plastic bags of restaurant waste In the

tourist-thronged West End. cap radiophoto)

‘Bleak weekend’ at

British hospitals
LONDON (UPI). — At least 1,000

British hospitals endured what a
government spokesman described
as a "bleak weekend" and faced a
bleaker tomorrow with full-blown
strikes set for at least 17 major
hospitals.

Wildcat strikes yesterday by
cooks, cleaners, porters and other
ancillary staff reduced more than
half of Britain’s 2,300 state-run
hospitals to emergency service and a
resulting morass of dirty laundry,
piles of garbage, short-staffed
kitchens and hastily sanitized wards.

To add to Britain's Industrial
chaos — its worst in years — union
negotiators at British Leyland were
expected to advise members
tomorrow to give five days strike
notice. The giant state-run company
said on Friday it will not pay the first

stage of a self-financing pay parity
agreement because workers have
not met production targets.

In the hospital dispute, refusals by
ambulance drivers to answer
anything hut crisis calls left

thousands of patients — some
seriously ill — with no way to get es-

sential out-patient treatment.

London's King George's Hospital
was burning Its soiled linen and con-

sidering total closure for lack of

sterile supplies. At Harold Wood
Hospital, women with breast cancer
or .other suspected or confirmed
malignancies were told they might
have, to wait indefinitely for treat-

ment.

With employers refusing to meet
pay demands, conditions were ex-

pected to get worse with a union call

for an all-out strike at 17 major Lon-
don facilities.

"There seems no way now in

which we can stop 17 hospitals going

out on strike Monday," said Bernard
Dix, assistant general secretary for

the Public Service Workers Union.

THIS WEEK
at the

TCI AVIV
museum

EXHIBITIONS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shaul Hamelecb
BENNI EFRAT — EXTRAPOLATIONS
Films, video, sculpture, canvases and drawings — reality related to
the Illusion of reality

HERZL IN PROFILE, Herat's Image in the applied arts
Under the auspices of the Committee for Israel's 301b Anniversary*
events
BUDI LEHMANN. 1903-77

Sculpture, reliefs, Woodcuts
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, 6 Rebov Tarsat
DRAWINGS FORTHE THEATRE, HABIMAH 1918-1978

MUSIC
Monday, Feb. 5, 8.30 p.m.:
IN THE SERIES: THE CLASSIC LIED
Open class under the direction of Prof. D. BuchbolU (Vienna), with:
Jerusalem Vocal Arts Group.
IJeder by Beethoven
Tuesday, Feb. 6, 8.30 p.m.
EVENING OF SPANISH MUSIC
Yannula Pappas, mezzo soprano; Allan Sternfeld, piano
Guridi, De Falla, Soler, Granados; Including? popular Spanish' songs
LUNCHTIME THEATRE
"Emma Zmu" and "El Zahlr," based on stories by Borges.
Adapted, directed and performed by Rachel Sfaor, Shabtal Konorti.
Translated by Yoram Bronowsky, Rachel Shor; slides by Gerard
Alon; soundtrack by Reuven Morgan.
Programme's duration: 75 minutes.

CINEMA
LA DENTELUERE (The Lace Maker) 20th week
4.30, 7.15, 9.30 p.m.; Sat. 7.15, 9.30 p.m.

DANCE
Thursday, Feb. 8, 8-30 p.m.
In the series: THE CHOREOGRAPHER AT WORK
with: Ze'eva Cohenand the Batsheva Dance Troupe in the productions
which brought it fame in the U.S.A.

GUIDED TOURS
Tuesday. Feb. 6, 8.00 p.m.: Budl Lehmann exhibition, by Mira Cuspy
Sunday, Feb. 4 and Saturday, Feb. 10, 7.80 pan.:
Benni Efrat exhibition, “Extrapolations" by Doril Yifat

ADULTWORKSHOPS
At the Helena Rubinstein Pavilion
Registration has began for adult workshops, second semester
Further details at Pavilion secretariat or Tel. 2997RO.

SHABBATARBUT
Tel Aviv Municipality, Culture, Youth and Sports Dept.

- Next Saturday at 11.00 a.m.

VISITING HOURS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shaul Hamclech
Sunday-Thursday. 10.00 a.m.— 10.00 p.m. Friday, lQ.oo a.m.— 2 p.m.
Saturday, 7.00 — 11.00 p.m.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, 6 Kchov Tarsal
.Sun., Mon., Wed., Thur. 10.00 a.m. — 5.00 p.m. Tuc. 10.00 a.m. — 1 .00

p.m., 4.00 — 10.00 p.m. Sat. 7.00 — 11.00 p.m.
WeuponN cannot be brought into the Museum, and there iin- no

_ facilities for storing them.

L J

Punk star Sid Vicious

dead of heroin overdose
NEW YORK (Reuter). — A post
mortem on Sid Vicious will ascertain
whether any poison was involved in

the death of the British punk rock
star after an overdose of heroin.
Medical examiners, who called the

death of the skeletal punk rocker on
Friday an accidental drug overdose,
said they were checking for the
possibility of poison and other sub-
stances.

Vicious, who outraged music
lovers by vomiting on stage when he
performed with the Sex Pistols punk
group, died hours after he was
released on bail to await trial in the

fatal stabbing of his former
girlfriend. Nancy^pungen.

The 20-year-old Spungen, known as
"Nauseating Nancy," was found by
police in a pool of blood, stabbed in

the abdomen, after a drug-filled

night with Vicious. in a New York
Hotel room last October.
He had previously been freed on

bail, but was then thrown back in jail

after he slashed a musician in the

face with a broken beer mug in

nightclub fight.

Celebrating his re-release with
friends and a new girlfriend, the 21-

year-old was said to have been hap-

py and contemplating a bright
future.

A heroin addict, Vicious un-
derwent a detoxification programme
white in jail, and his lawyers said he
no longer needed drugs.
But his friends told police he in-

jected heroin into his Left arm during
the party, causing a bad reaction. He
seemed to recover, and then went to

bed. But his mother found her naked
son dead next to his sleeping
girlfriend, Michele Robison.
Born John Simon Richie, Vicious

teamed up with feilow-Sex Pistol

Johnny Rotten in exhibitions of spit-

ting abuse which thrilled punk
rockers and disgusted more
traditional music fans.

UK ends virginity tests of Asians
LONDON. —- Britain on Friday
ordered an end to gynecological
checks on Asian women, which were
apparently carried out to thwart
spurious marriages used to gain
easy admittance to Britain.

Reports of the virginity checks
resulted in official protests by the In-

dian government in New Delhi.

Consequently, the tests were cancell-

ed by the Home Office.

The Home Office had admitted
earlier that a New Delhi school
teacher had been medically tested at

Heathrow Airport last week to see if

she had ever borne a.q&ldn She said
she had permitted the test because
she feared .being sent back to India.

Her fiance, a 40-year-old London
widower with four children, was
quoted as saying the examination
was "a horrible experience" and had
put his marriage in jeopardy. It was
reported that he had only met the
woman 48 hours earlier in India.
The Indian protest was lodged with

Sir John Thomson, British high com-
missioner in New Delhi. A report in

the "Guardian" on the tests — which
apparently can establish whether a
woman has ever borne a child or had
sexual relations — also triggered a
row in the British Parliament, where
Prime Minister James Callaghan
told fellow lawmakers:- "I think all

MPs will have been disturbed by
what they have read." (Reuter, AP)

Andreotti picked to try again
ROME. — Four-time premier Giullo
Andreotti was named yesterday to
try to form Italy's 37th post-war
government in the face of a Com-
munist bid for cabinet seats.
President Sandro Pertini-

designated the 60-year-old Andreotti
to try to succeed himself after two
days of largely formal consultations
with party leaders. Andreotti. who
has served on Italian governments
longer than any other living man,
asked for time to consider.
Andreotti resigned his 10-month-

old Christian Democratic minority
government on Wednesday after the
West’s largest Communist party
withdrew its support. This gave way
to defections by two smaller parties.
But Pertini, an 82-year-old

Socialist, appears determined to try
to avoid having to dissolve parlia-
ment and calling an election two and
a half years ahead of schedule — a
possibility many observers view as
likely.

Under a pact worked out in 1976
the Communists had agreed not to
vote against the Christian
Democrats in parliament, in return
for being consulted on major policy
decisions.
The Communists were denied

cabinet posts under the agreement,
but party chief Enrico Berlinguer
recently made a bid for government
portfolios. Many observers believe
Berlinguer decided to get out of the
government coalition in order to

mould a more militant, independent
image in advance of the Com-
munists' national convention in

March.
Meanwhile, bombers and

firebombers hit seven targets in six

Italian cities on Friday night and
early yesterday, causing damage
but no casualties. Police said all ex-

cept two of the attacks appeared to

be the work of terrorists of the ex-
treme left and right, whose activities

have claimed 34 victims in 23
months.
The biggest explosion hit a police

station at Sesto San Giovanni, a
heavily Communist industrial sub-

urb of Milan. (AP, UPI)

Poles arrest former

\ THIS WEEK AT

I HA’ARETZ MUSEUM

Museum Centre — Ramat Aviv

Tel. 415244

EXHIBITIONS
GLASS MUSEUM
"Art Nouveau Glass"
CERAMICS MUSEUM
"Quiet Demonstration" — Ceramic
Sculpture by Rayah Redllch

KADMAN NUMISMATIC
MUSEUM
"Hasmonean Coins"

LASKY PLANETARIUM
Exhibit of the Month — Space
Shuttle
Asher Erlich — Memorial
Exhibition
open: 09.00-13.00 daily

Demonstrations (In Hebrew I

Daily at: 10.00, 22.00, 22.00.
Tuesdays at: 19.15

EVENTS
Tuc.
6.2

20.00

LASKY PLANETARIUM
Science Film: "The Red
Planet"
The film will be introduced
by a talk on — "Mars new
discoveries” by Mr. Noah
Brash.
Admission free
MUSEUM OF
ETHNOGRAPHY

20.00 AND FOLKLORE
Gallery Talk: Jewish Sym-
bols, by Mrs. Hagit Shorck
and dim: "Symbols and
Judaism"

Tuc.
6.2

SIIAKIMT AT KAMAT AVIV
CENTRE
CERAMICS MUSEUM
10.2 Guide: Ms. Ruth Avrhami
ll.oo Participants meet at the en-

trance - Admission free

national for spying
COPENHAGEN (Reuter). — A
Polish-bom engineer who defected to

Denmark 15 years ago has been
arrested in Poland on spying
charges, the Danish Foreign
Ministry said yesterday.

’

Sylvester Pucek. 41, a Danish
citizen since 1970. had gone back to

Poland to see his family in Wroclaw,
a ministry spokesman saidl He said
Denmark had asked the Polish
government for an explanation but
Warsaw was refusing to discuss the
affair.

Pucck defected in 1964 while in
Denmark with a wrestling team.

Austrian minister

mugged in France
STRASBOURG (Reuter). —
Austrian Foreign Minister Willibald
Pahr was attacked and left un-
conscious on the pavement in
Strasbourg early yesterday by two
robbers who took his wallet and
watch, police said.

Pahr, who suffered head injuries
and lost four teeth in the attack, was
taken to hospital by passers-by.
where he was treated and released.
The minister was here for a Council
of Europe meeting, at which he
spoke on Friday.

French banker held
in $8.7m. swindle
PARIS (AP). — The chief of inter-

national financial operations for
Credit Lyonnais, one of France’s
major nationalized banks, has been
arrested and charged with fraud In

connection with an 58.7m. swindle
allegedly involving an Englishman.
Georges Branchart. 52. was im-

prisoned in Paris on Friday after a
30-minulc henring berorc Judge
Jenn-Picrre Michau. Branchart is

accused of permitting Englishman
Thomas Stoddard to divert the funds

from portfolios be was managing for

clients on sLock markets in London.
Johannesburg nnd Hongkong.
The alleged irregularities in the In-

lernnliunnl financial operations
department were discovered in

November, during nn internal
reorganization at the bank.

SUNDAY, FKRRd^Rv

Rhodesia race barriers fait

for those who can afford it
SALISBURY (Router). — New laws

yesterday formally removed racial

discrimination in Rhodesia, but

there was no dancing in the streets to

mark the occasion.

A package of eight bills, signed

Into law yesterday by acting presi-

dent Jack Pithey, ended official

segregation in housing, education,

health services and public places.

Yet economic barriers remained.

Most of Rhodesia’s 6.8 milllooblacks

are too poor to take advantage of

their new legal -rights.

White schools reported a slow start

to Integration in classrooms, but

were waiting to see what would
happen after the weekend. White

hospitals reported no change, and
real estate agents specializing in

white suburbs said business, was
much as usual.
Blacks from today will be able to

attend white government schools,

providing they own or lease property

in appropriate catchment areas,

speak good English and can afford

the fees— which have suddenly gone
by more than 200 per cent.

if they have the money. •!» «*_,
equivalent- of an averiig^ hW/*U*|
lire monthly earnings tojJ?* eJ
in a white area.
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Children of black domestic servants

who live with their employers are

thus barred.
Blacks will also be allowed into

white hospitals, if they can afford the

costs of treatment, beds and drugs

which are also rising.

They can move into white suburbs.
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Albanian ‘king
5
flies south when ~

Spain turns cold on his arsenal , ;

“He has not brought an.ahenaiw %^ i i :
'

•
"

'

arms cache." .

The officials said King :<

not plan to stay La Rhod«k -•••..
'

definitely. There was speed*
?•"’ ’

that he might move on to s* Kw *‘4' .--*.

SALISBURY (Reuter). — The self-

proclaimed king of Albania, who left

Spain after authorities threatened to

confiscate weapons
.
found in his

Madrid residence, arrived in

Rhodesia late Thursday night, a
Foreign Ministry spokesman said
yesterday.
Informed sources said the 39-year-

old King Leka I was staying with
Foreign Minister Pieter van der Byl
but the Rhodesian minister would
not comment.
King Leka has visited Rhodesia

several times and has accompanied
van der Byl on big game hunting
trips.

Rhodesian officials said King
Leka, who had lived in Spain since

1962, arrived here on a private plane
with his Australian-born wife Susan,

a group of bodyguards and aides and
a collection of machineguns, pistols

and hand grenades.
"These are his own personal

weapons for his own safety," a
foreign ministry spokesman said.

Africa.
King Leka, who fa 2.06.

ft.. 9 ins.) tail, says he is j

military operationaagainst I

nlan Communist regime. Hei
on an Albanian government-!
passport which he says be-V
himself.
He proclaimed hifaseu i^w

j

his father, KlngZog. died fa <

1961, 22 years after leaving ianaB-
in advance of Italian . :l, i

: -

1939.
’ " ' " -

Leka told Spanish autbarftfaj

wanted to go to Mol-occofa j

Una but finally decided -to *

Gabon. The Gabonese at

itiaUy refused to alfowhim t_
the plane and ,afte£,-ifc^

negotiations gave him several I

to move on.
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Snakes can

FBI breaks uranium extortion O VERBIES
Nft-e «"

WASHINGTON (Reuter). — The
FBI said yesterday that agents have
broken up an extortion plot involving
68 kg. of stolen uranium, with the
arrest of a suspect employed at a
uranium plant and recovery of the
missing material.

The Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion said agents arrested David
Dale, 39. in Wilmington. North
Carolina on Friday. He was charged
with trying to obtain 8100.000 from
the' General ' Electric company in

return for two cans of the radioac-
tive material stolen from its enrich-

ed uranium plant there. .

The FBI said the two cans of low-
grade uranium were found in a field

eight km. from the plant. The agency
said It believed all of the missing
uranium had been recovered.
Yesterday was to have been the

deadline forthe manager of the plant

to hand over 5100.000 to nfafai
uranium, which is. wivfa
proximately $1,000 pwrkfloL^
A Justice Department olQdal

Dale was alleged to have

threats to General Electric l

ning the uranium, but details

not be given until the case

court. A nuclear regulator;
sion spokesman said the
brown powder form, could nt

been used to make a nuclear iretg

without being enriched: It pose)

tie danger to human beluga.
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Sir:

GLOBE GONE. — "The Bod

Evening Globe," suffering frna

decline in circulation, ceif

publication last Friday after;

years, to be replaced by anew,

day newspaper which will be cd

"The Boston Globe:"
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SPECIAL
OFFER
UNTIL
FEB. 1

5

If you buy the Jerusalem Post from your local shop,

you are already paying the new price.'

Why not let us deliver it direct to your home ever?

!

day and help save you hundreds of pounds?
Here's how.

Send us your new subscription, extend an existinfl

one or renew before February 15, and you can cM
at the old price. AND REMEMBER; any addition 1

price increases during the period of your subscript

will be borne by us.

One year’s subscription
Six months .

Three months

Old Price-

IL1.825

IL 970
IL 500

New Price

1L2.050

IL1.100

IL: 560
Complete the coupon below and return it with Y°

uf

cheque before February 1 5.

Tn JRDUIU
P.O.B. 81. Jerusalem.

wish to «ibscribe/renew/extend my existing subscript]
to The Jerusalem Post.
Please deliver the paper to my home every day for
three momhs/hix months/one year, at the old "price-
My cheque for IL500/IL970/1L1.825 is enclosed-

NAME

ADDRESS -

- -
'

:r.

.
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Rhodesian troops burning down tribal villages
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which the British rejected.
Whitehall does not see the

problems as insuperable, and the of-

ficial line Is that Britain would be
happy- to negotiate with the
Albanians. Although no approaches
have been made yet, the Albanians
Increasingly seem to be turning
towards the West, despite their
grievances left over from World
War n and before.
Albania Buffered enormously dur-

ing the war — from the Italians, who
occupied the country from 1938-40,

.and from the Germans who, the
Albanians allege, owe fZ/JOQm. in war
reparations for their part in the
national destruction. So far the Ger-
mans have politely ignored the
claim.

.MUCH OF THE GOLD taken by the
Nazis from occupied countries was
collected by the Allies for the Tripar-
tite Commission, which is based in

Brussels. The commission has the

Job of returning the looted property
-to Its rightful owners, but the
problem now . 30 years later, is fin-

ding out who owns what
Since the war, the Albanian Com-

munists have been Isolated from the
West, courting Moscow and Peking.
The Moscow flirtation came to an
end 18 years ago when Albanian
leader Shiver Hoxha discovered an
alleged Russian plot to overthrow
him. The Albanians then turned to

the Chinese.
Where the Russians had provided

aid and technicians for an essential-

ly poor and agricultural country, the

Chinese stepped in, even completing
buildings the Russians had started.
But Albanian suspicions of Chinese
intentions in the post-Mao period led

to an abrupt severing of relations
last summer. The 2.4 million
Albanians — with Europe's lowest
gross national product — is now not
only stranded and friendless, but
also economically exposed.
Since then, the country has been

making some faltering steps
towards the West. In a recent
speech, Hoxha reiterated that Marx-
ist— Leninist Albania would not deal
with "American Imperialists*’ or
“Soviet social Imperialists” or
“fascist” states.

It seems, however, that those
states in Western Europe with which
Tirana has no particular quarrel,

such as Switzerland, the
Netherlands and Scandinavian coun-
tries, would be acceptable as trade
and economic partners. Already,
some fences have been mended with
former fierce enemy Greece, its

southern neighbour.
A weekly air service has started

between Athens and Tirana and a
trade agreement has been signed —
the first significant step by the

Albanians out of the cocoon of the

Communist world for 30 years.

By PAUL ELLMAN
Observer Foreign News Service

SALISBURY. — Claims that Rhode-
slan security forces are
systematically burning down
villages In tribal areas in reprisal for
support given by rural blacks to

guerrillas are to be discussed shortly
by the country's Catholic bishops.
The allegations are contained In a

secret document prepared by the
Catholic Commission for Justice and
Peace in Rhodesia (CCJFR). which
has in the past published reports
criticising security forces treatment
of black civilians, the imposition of
martial law and the growth of
private armies.
In its latest report, the commission

records that 718 families had their

huts burnt down by security forces
during a four-month period from last

September in three of the country's
Catholic dioceses. It names these
dioceses as Salisbury, Gwelo, In the
centre of the country, and UmtaJJ in

the east. Christian Care, a local,

charity, satisfied itself In ail cases'
that the families had been burnt out
by Rhodesian forces.

In addition to these 718 families,
the report also details the burning
down of four villages on January 13
this year in the Mangwende Tribal
Trust Land, 72 kms. east of
Salisbury. y
The report names the villages as

Chitsa. where 150 people wereJgft
homeless; Mhemfaere. v/besc 19

families lost their tufmes:
Nyamatombu, 22 families; and
Manjonjo, four families.

In all four cases, the security
fdt-ces are alleged to have ordered
the inhabitants from their huts at
short notice and given them no time
to collect their belongings before
their homes were set alight.

In one case villagers were told

they were being burnt out because
they had harboured guerrillas
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A black Rhodesian woman and her child in a village near Fort Victoria. 1 Camera Frean)

responsible for persistently cutting a
nearby telephone wire.

In another, huts were burnt down
after a man, alleged to be a guerrilla
collaborator, fled into a village after
ah attack on a white farm in the
nearby Goromonzf area.
The commission report also

alleges that, apart from burning
down huts, the security forces also
set fire to foodstores and granaries.
The plight of the villagers is

heightened by the fact that the state
of the grass at this time of the year,
the middle of the rainy season,
makes it impossible for them to
rebuild their huts.

Church sources in Salisbury claim
that the extent to which security
forces are now burning down huts in

tribal areas can only be interpreted
as a new systematic policy. Such in-

cidents before last September tend-
ed to be isolated and carried out In

the heat of the moment, the sources
said.

Government officials concede
privately that hut burning has
become more widespread as the six-

year-old war increases in ferocity.

"But at least we don't herd the peo-
ple inside their huts like the other
side before we set fire to them," one
said.

The government is unlikely to
accept the commission's claims
since It believes, with some justifica-

tion, that it tends to focus its atten-
tion on misdeeds by the Rhodesian
forces only while playing down the
atrocities carried out by Patriotic

Front guerrillas.

There is increasing evidence that
elements in the Catholic hierarchy
and clergy in Rhodesia are keen to

identify the church with Robert
Mugabe, one of the co-leaders of the

Patriotic Front and himself a prac-
tising Catholic, in the belief that he is

only pasturing when he states that

his aim is to create a Marxist state.

Argentina cracks down on ‘undesirable’ books
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Much of the detailed planning for
the military component has been
carried out by the Canadian Defence
Department. TM« la partly . due to

the fact that the UN has insufficient

staff to plan all the details of what
will be an outstandingly complex
operation. The Canadians have the
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Establishing the mi litary compo-
nent will, however, require deter-

mination and flexibility in achieving
geographical balance; contingents

acceptable to &Q parties; and in fln-
- Mng units that can - operate over
great distances. .They will also have

~
to operate in a hard terrain with a
'harsh climate and without calling

unduly bn South African logistic

THE tasks of the military com-
gpat — and its recommended aize

least 7,500 — which has caused
^ment with the South African

trxunent, primarily because
u force would unequivocally ex-
1 the UN'a deteraUnatlon to be
rbiterof security inNamibia for
time after tbe election,

Ivately, however, the South
an Government accepts that a
orce which is not credible' in
terms will bring comfort only

who want to. see continued
\JNTAG’b planners have decided

that each of the recommended seven

infantry battalions will have a basic
establishment of 750 and that only
countries whose forces meet the

operational criteria will be accepted.

Supporting the battalions will be a
force of up to 2,300, made up
predominantly of transport com-
panies and a signals regiment. The
quality of the latter will be the key to

much of UNTAG's credibility.

The amount of midnight oil being
burned over these details highlight

the fact that the UN is girding itself

for 4ts- biggest operation since the
Cbngb ?Zft£re) —•'Intt une. it is

devoutly1fioped, whefb 1 matters will

go rather better than they did nearly
20 years ago in Central Africa.

By JAMES NEILSON
Observer Foreign News Service

BUENOS AIRES. — Argentina's
military regime Is escalating its

campaign against books,
periodicals, plays and films it

regards as subversive, immoral, or
both.
Tbe campaign, which has already

led to the banning of well over 100

volumes. Is increasing fears that the
country Is sliding towardsa for more
oppressive period than it has ex-
perienced since the early presiden-
cies of Juan Perdn.
The government's list of banned

books makes curious reading Itself.

It contains some Nazi and anti-
Semitic tracts, all banned when the
government was trying to persuade
Washington that it was not anti-

Semitic. Nevertheless, such works
as "The Protocols of the Elders of

Zion" can be obtained at many
downtown bookshops, and Nazi
literature is seeping back.
There has been little public protest

terrorist squads that have no hesita-
tion in killing or kidnapping sup-
porters of "subversive" causes.
Writers themselves are also afraid

that their books could end up on the
government black list.

Tbe campaign is being led by a
group of right-wing Roman Catholic
Ideologues now strongly entrenched
in the government, particularly in

the Interior Ministry.
Most of these men are civilian ex-

perts brought in to help the military
run the country. Their views on cen-
sorship coincide with those that
prevailed in Franco's Spain. Like
their Spanish counterparts, they are
as opposed to the more liberal trends
in the Church itself as to Marxism or

THEIRGROWING STRENGTH was
made apparent by the recent deci-
sion, taken at a time when most of
the nation's attention was
monopolized by tbe Beagle Channel
dispute and the possibility of war

against, the 'government’s policies.. , ;with.Chile, .to.barm heal-aefflngnnvel.
The reason is the fear 'most Argen-'
tinea ffnAfeVstandalily 'have of'

reprisal, if not by the government
then by one of the many right-wing
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By JIMMY BURNS
Observer Foreign News Service

LISBON. — Joao Alves, an age-
ing and rheumatic “newsboy,"
has a tendency to complain that no
one buys his newspapers. Sure, peo-
ple do stop by every morning to glare
at tbe headlines, if not to buy the oc-

casional “dirty magazine," but a
thick pile of more refined daily
newspapers are as crisp every end of

the day as when they left the
printers.

Alves’ story repeats itself in street

comers throughout Lisbon and other
cities .and towns. For in Portugal,
more than in any country In Europe,
there is remarkable lack of public In-

terest in the media. Indeed it must be
the only country in the world where
TV ratings are constantly falling.

Curiously though, Portugal still

has. In proportion to Its size, more
newspapers and TV sets than
perhaps any country In the world. In

.

Lisbon alone there are three morning
newspapers, six evening
newspapers, and six major weeklies
trying to catch the attention of a pop-
ulation of just over one million peo-
pte.

Against this background, it is

perhaps no surprise to hear that the
Portuguese media is in deep trouble.

The problem is aggravated by the
fact that over 60 per cent of
newspapers, the TV and radio are
nationalized. And Portugal,
remember, Is a country In acute
economic crisis.

In an apparent attempt to set right
the situation, Portugal’s recently
formed conservative non-party
government has announced sweep-
fog reforms which could turn not just
Portuguese newspapers, but also TV
and radio, inside out.

Initial steps to "rationalize" the
media, however, have met with a
storm of protest and set the govern-
ment tottering for the first time since

it took office to December.
The government's critics say that

what has happened in -the past few
weeks 1s not a "rationalization” of
the media, but the beginning of a
thorough "purge” reminiscent of the
Salazarist dictatorship which ruled
Portugal for nearly half a century.

In the past month one newspaper
has been forced to close down
because of lack of "state funds,"
while TV's top director of
programmes and the radio's board of
governors have been sacked.

Criticism has come particularly
from left-wingers, who have pointed

to what they see as the political

dimension to the government's
"reforms." The newspaper involved
happened to be the Socialist Party's
leading journal, while the dismissed
TV and radio men had all been ap-
pointed by the previous Socialist
government

Social Communications Minister
Daniel Proenca de Carvalho has
lashed back at what he sees as an
antl-Government campaign
"carefully orchestrated by the Com-
munist Party."
"That in Itself is reason enough for

the government to continue along its

present path," be said recently.
Exactly where It la all going to end,

no one quite knows. Carvalho himself
has said that he will pursue his pre-
sent policy until the Portuguese
media "efficiently serves the public
again." Communists and Socialists
insist that it is all an excuse for
greater government control and the
eventual domination of the media by
a resurrected right wing.
And while government and

politicians fight it out, Portugal's
1,000 journalists, among the worst paid
In Europe, have launched a series of

partial strikes for more pay. Their
actions have been dismissed as
politically motivated by the minister.
Meanwhile, newsboy Jofio Alves

bitterly complains, "All this exciting
news.-.and still no one buys my
newspapers."

by' the respected Peruvian writer
Mario Vargas Llosa. The boofe,~"La-

Tia Julia y el Bscribidor" ("Aunt
Julia and the Hack Writer"), was
first published over IS months
earlier.

According to tbe decree, tbe book
was offensive to the

-

family, es-
tablished-religion, and the armed
forces.

All this was true enough... up to a
point. The autobiographical hero
eloped with and married his Aunt
Julia, which could be interpreted as
indicating an offensive approach

towards family ties.

Vargas Llosa did make mild fun of
the Church and religion in general,
but not in any way that would pre-
vent a relatively liberal priest
chuckling over the pages. The armed
forces were hardly mocked at all.

A few insulting comments were
directed against Argentina and
Argentines, bpt they were clearly
put In as evidence that the unfor-
tunate character who made them
was going clinically Insane. The
erotic content of the book was mild
even by Argentina's strait-laced
standards.

In other words, no coherent ex-
planation for the banning of the book
was provided by the authorities. One
factor influencing the decision,
however, could have been the Latin
American Jewish Committee's
awarding Vargas Llosa its human
rights prize a few weeks earlier.

ARGENTINE censorship is not yet
very systematic, to the Immense
relief of virtually all intellectuals

and. the literate .public, .Many
volumes'’ on 'sale. Including ‘ some
prominent Argentine writers, are as
inflammatory as revolutionary
proclamations and cluttered with
perverse and steamy sex.

Orthodox Communist literature,

such as the complete works ofMarx,
is openly sold. It is the more prac-
tical or Incendiary material that
worries the government, especially
such as many seem to have some
relevance to the Argentine situation.

Nevertheless, the budding
revolutionary will have no difficulty

at all in acquiring a well-stocked
library of leftist classics from what
Is legally on sale in Buenos Aires and
other cities. Only works that have for
some reason caught the censors’
eyes are banned.
Most foreign publications — with

the exception of such U.S.
“specialist" magazines as
"Playboy" and "Penthouse," and
their counterparts from elsewhere—
are obtainable, although from time
to time some may be banned
retroactively.

Film censorship la rather stricter,

with violence not befog regarded as
a drawback but undraped sex
definitely out. The censor who under
an elected government let In "Last
Tango in Paris" is befog prosecuted
for failing to do his job. Soft-porn

productions like "Emmanuelle”
have no chance of being seen in
Argentina for a long time to come.
The arbitrary, unsystematic

nature of Argentine censorship Is, in-

tellectuals agree, about the only
good feature it has. But many who
were prepared to tolerate the situa-

tion as passing’ proof of military
zaniness where culture Is concerned
are now genuinely worried.
Even the 79-year-old Jorge Luis

Borges, the great man of Latin
American letters, has changed his

Idea about the regime. After years of
praising the military rulers as
"gentlemen" who had saved the na-
tion from the Peronist hordes,
Borges last month denounced them
for "limiting human freedom" far
more than the situation could possi-
bly justify.
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SPECIAL OFFER 50% DISCOUNT

Until FEBRUARY 15, 1979 only

on ROLLEIFLEX automatic, electronic and compact
cameras, at the following prices

:

Camera SL 36 ME plus planar 1.8/50 mm. EL6995
Camera SL 36 M plus planar 1.8/60 mm. IL6495

Lens Rollelnar 2.8/35 mm. IL2295
Lens Rollelnar 2.8/135 mm. 1L2495
Lens Rollelnar 2.8/85 mm. IL2595
Camera. ROLLEI XF 35 IL3250
Camera ROLLEI 35 LED IL3250

Prices include case — do not Include VAT.
Available at exclusive photo shops.

Agents;
A. BERNER & SONS LTD.
Tel Aviv, 15 Rothschild Blvd., Tel. 03-53421. 03-59789.
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THIS 18 the year when glamour returns to lingerie
— the year when the camisole, the corselet, the
chemise, the teddy and the tap pant make a come-
back. And, /Or America's women, the ultimate tn lux-

urious underwear is being designed for them by an
Israeli-born designer.

Ora Feder was bom here and educated in the U.S.
Before opening Ora Feder Designs in 1976, she
worked for IS years as a designer for some of

America's leading lingerie and loungeioear com-
panies. . ,

Note that she's branched out op her own, she's
showing a rare talent for capturing the fashion
mood of the moment Her secretf She begins with
the best ofbasics; Konest-ta-goodness silk; fresh all-

cotton; sometimes yards of lace. She adds the most
exquisite details: hand embroidery, custom-made
appliques dainty edgings and hand-run lace.

With the best of materials, she lets her imagina-
tion work to produce the most exciting of designs.
Her current collection is titled

:

“The Star Parade”
inspired by the word's memorable movne queens —
Rita Hayworth, Carole Lombard, Katherine Hep-
bum... Her collection comprises L4 groups, each
paying tribute to a separate legendary leading lady.
Bareness and bias-cutting add up to the Carole Lom-
bard group. Kittenishfemininity of thefiftiesfor the

Undercover Assi
THE MESSAGE was cryptic and brief. "Get
all the dope on the colour Influences."
Knowledge of the source of the communica-
tion immediately eliminated any thoughts of
red and blue litmus experiments. There had
been no recent Jewel heist, so precious stones
were not the subject of the search. Likewise,
Third World politics were ruled out, because
at that particular time, they did not unduly
affect our part of the globe.
That left only one possibility. Checking

through a list of likely informants, I felt

reasonably sure that Henry would provide a
good lead. After several vain attempts to

reach him by phone, I tried to trace him under
his real name, but there was no listing in the
Tel Aviv telephone directory. This was quite
puzzling, because there were a lot of people
doing business with Henry. A tap on the
grapevine yielded nothing.
Undaunted, I went looking for him at his last

known address in a side street off Ibn Gvirol.

His name was still on the mail-box, but his

cellar door was firmly padlocked. It was some
time later that I discovered that he'd moved to

Ra’anana, but by that time I'd made contact
with Rotex, Delta and Triumph.... and they’d
all been co-operative. They're all in the under-
cover game, but they were happy to come out
into the open.
Now that it's not a secret any more, the

story can be told on what influences style,

colour and trends In underwear on the local
market and abroad. The enquiry was
prompted by the piles of coloured underwear
on display In department stores, super-
markets, men's wear shops and lingerie
boutiques.
Colour has so caught the Israeli man's im-

agination that the sales ratio for coloureds to

traditional white underwear is now 50/30, and
trends indicate that before long, the ratio will

be as high as 78/25 in favour of brilliance.

Lifestyle has a lot to do with colour and style

preference, according to Amiram Bukspan,
export manager for Delta. Sexual per-
.mlssiveness coupled with sex-oriented adver-
tising campaigns decidedly influence under-

pants sales. "Suddenly it's important to a man
to make a good impression in his underpants,"
says Bukspan. "He has to look elegant.."

But, he warns, "it’s a fallacy that white is

out. Most men still prefer to wear white
singlets under their shirts, although there' is a -

definite trend towards colour when it copses to

underpants."

Tastes in colour are not universal. While
Israelis are displaying a rainbow con-
sciousness, Germans, for example, are
generally conservative, and the preference is

still for white.
And Delta’s definition of elegance when it

comes to men's underpants, Is a solid colour
bikini without contrast trimming. It should fit

like a second skin, and, according to Bukspan,
"it should be a quality garment."
(A framed poster in Bukspan's office is a

constant reminder to management and staff
alike: "The bitterness of poor quality" it

proclaims, "remains long after the sweetness
of low price is forgotten.")
Design concepts cater to the young image,

although what the young want, varies from
one country to another. Colourwise, for in-

stance, purple, which is popular abroad, is

long past its hey-day in Israel. Skin toning
colours are fashionable everywhere.
There’s still some profitability in old-

fashioned underwear. Long-johns are essen-
tial in cold climates, but they’re much sleeker
than the ones which grandpa used to wear.
Bukspan hopes that they'U remain in the
category of a necessity, staying in the last row
in the fashion stakes. Delta's underwear Is

made exclusively of combed cotton.
Synthetics are anathema. With the rising cost
of cotton, Delta would find it difficult to com-
pete if long-johns became a fashion item.

Delta is currently the “Wunderkind" of

Israel’s textile industry. In 1976, in its first

year of production, it chalked up export sales
of ?3m. In 1977, this figure was more than
doubled, and exports last year totalled $8.5m.
By keeping its undercovers brief. Delta is

keeping its profit margins high.
Yair Rotlevi, Managing Director of Rotex,

advances an interesting theory about coloured
underwear. Prior to the advent of the washing
machine, he notes, hygiene-conscious ladies
used to boil their underwear (and that of their
menfolk) in a copper. Colour technology of

those days would never stand up to the strain.

Conversely, whites seldom live up to the
promises made by soap powder manufac-
turers, now that the copper has given way to
the washing-machine. Coloureds seem to have
a healthier life-span in the washing-machine
than whites.
When Rotex began manufacturing coloured

underwear for men some six years ago,
. Rotlevi recalls, "people laughed at us. Today,
coloured underwear is in greater demand by

Wk

Marilyn Monroe group. Vampish gowns ofchocolate
or burgandy satinfor the Garbo group. Pure seduc-
tion for the Harlow set, captured in blond satin.

For Israelis-in-America, Ora's lingerie is easy to

find: at Bergdorf Goodman, Bloomingdale's,' Henri
Bendcl, Bonicit Teller, I. Magnin, Sakouritz,
Neiman-Marcus, and Saks Fifth Avenue — or at
Ora ’s own boutique at 2+8 East 60th Street, New
York City. And next year in Jerusalem I

ment
Lose to your heart

3>*3-

* k

.V.'.'V

i&cJ Hidden assets by Triumph (left) and Delta.

men than it is by women."
Rotex, like Delta, has discovered that

prefer to wear white singletsimj
lightweight shirts, but when it comes to
pants, coloureds are way ahead in

:
Rotex range. ,

^ t

In their lines for women, the opposite u
Strong colours are on the wane and \
pastels and nude tanings are making »

come-back. But, while men and women
disagree on colour, their style preferen^
identical — the briefer the better.

Rotlevi 's best-selling female line h,

micro bikini in the sheerest of fabrica.

also buy more bikini pants, but the
appeal differs. Towelling is the most pc
choice. The Rotex male clientele, mt\\£
of Delta, don’t go in for all-over solid i

They like contrast binding without fly

The political implications of tmd_
fashions are revealed by Arye lMarketing Manager for Triumph
national.
Skin-tone, seamless bras owe their upKft

popularity to Women's Lib, he says, in
aftermath of the burning of the bra,
fullsome sisters felt less liberated. The\
of nature’s bounty was too much to

without support; and medical practfj

warned of health hazards which could
from bouncing boobs. Wishing to keep
faith, but not at the expense of their phiy
well-being, the sisters found a solution

camouflage. A seamless, lightweight,

coloured bra was a perfect disguise.

Around the same time, fashion designers
outerwear promoted the see-through look,

the skin-tone bra was boosted from
category of subtle camouflage to high l
In the one-size variety, they're a mar
shopping time-saver, because there's no
'to try them on.

Altogether, says Levy, Triumph has
bra designs "to suit every woman, at

age and every build at a price range to suit

pockets." One wall of his office la a verita

bra gallery, with every - conceivable kind

bra ranging from a wisp of froth to a sol

functional bra to give ample support to amp
proportions.
Most are made of synthetic fabrics

are comfortable to wear and easy to lat

“Only nursing mothers and women with

allergies insist on cotton" says Levy.

The demand in Israel for padded bras

even the super sexy variety, is small. Lev;

tributes this to Israel's climate and the

on the part of today's woman to look
natural. "Israel has summer weather for

proximately eight months of the year,"

notes, "and a padded bra Is not exactly

fortable on a hot day."

Today we introduce Today. Today Is fat

Today Is chic. Today is useful. Today b Qt
Jerusalem Post's new Sectional Encoanta
to brighten your lifestyle... to give you Idea,.

Every Sunday a different theme — TUs.

week fashions we wear, next week foodm
eat, then after that anything from gardoif

to travel to kitchen design or to the topvt

buy for our children.

Two pages of feature .articles and photo* ter

'

-iodaydn'Hie-Jerusalem Post's Today.- ~

Today is edited by -Joanna YehieL

Triumph has produced a marvelKWH
stitute for the padded bra.... at least fp£.

women who are concerned withthe
rather than the size of their bust, A
wire is threaded around the cupsaod #*
adjusted according to the whim of thewni
Levy promises that unlike the wireslnlftc

fashioned padded bra, these do notpop;0^
For this summer, Triumph haadevetopri

dream of a strapless bra — a minute, id

light piece of cloth cut straight across axuH

up by specially devised elastic supports'
the next best thing to going bra-less.*;

Triumph also manufactures girdlesf_^

solettes and panties. The corsolettes are

body shapers, fit like a second skin ape-

like a well styled swimsuit. ; . ; kk--
And If anyone had doubts about a girdle

ing sexy, Triumph’s range lor the mini’

is an eye opener. There is sa eaU
difference between the fashion girdle apa“
functional girdle. . . . . •;

In the panty line, Triumph like.
;

evtt!

else, finds that bikinis are the best seller,^

panty briefs following close behind.. -P=.'
L -

The fashion conscious Ms is going Infor

of matching bra and panties, in which,

same lace-patterned inserts: dr trident
to be found on both. v . . .

-
.

Despite the logical explanations'gl^
both Rotlevi and Levy vls-ftrvis.'inv^f
colours, there must be a- more- fair*:

reason for colour or skin-tone prel
Interestingly, black is a nOn-coIouE'for
and an exciting colour for womens Swiss
chologist. Dr. Max Luscher,''-Broteiwc^
Psychology at Basle UniversIty; hraJor 1

'

than a decade, been basing:personality:
on the theory that a person’s preferCh?*-,-
certain colours Is directly j*elate&. to

"emotional values’* of these coldiirtbv-,'

Several Israeli psychologists wbcrwerfr
ed to give a psychological inslghtlntol^,.
undercover colour preferences,Vde$dlOj-ffi
comment, claiming ignorance 1

on tha-.w^W
When It was pointed out to one jtfomfnenti
chologist that his colleagues in America *!

expressed opinions on the subjeotihawM
‘

prised, and finally said, "IftL-cah v
something intelligent, I’d rather - no*- a
anything."

.
V ...

After a string of refusals^*-
desperation to my husband. *‘Why doyou
coloured underpants?" I demandedi-Re
ed at me as if I had gone stark mad,
replied, "because you buy them ^or m®^ ' v

ife

iri?

1

ATA’s end-of-season sale is on — at the

men’s, women's and children’s

departments of 150 ATA stores all over Israel

Coats. Blazers. Pants. Dresses. Skirts.

Shirts. ATA corduroy wear. Bed linen.

Stop in today at the ATA stdre-nearest you.
Treat yourself to a warm winter

at a hot price.
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Sunset Strip
Bare what you want, conceal what
you want, with Gottex*s soSt,

sensuous suits for bathing. Or for
sungathering, beachside strolling,
marina shopping and yachting. Slip
over a slipover and make for the
cafe for a cup of coffee, dance at a
decorous tea dance, or go for the
wilder side at a disco. Suit yourself.
(Coming into the shops this spring, Oottex’s newest collection ofStarfushions,

tpith themes from the great years of Hollywood.)

V? V-)/
... .

•
• t /

BEVERLEY Crawford lets you have
your cake and see a fashion show,
too! For over 20 years, she arranged
informal - luncheon shows in New
York, and now ahe’a brought her ex-

pertise to Israel.

Her Jerusalem debut took place In

the Hilton Hotel’s lounge at tea-time,

(ibe .
collection Included three-piece

pants suits from Snob Boutique,
hand-printed caftans by Gllma, furs

from Scharfs Ltd., Brazilian gems
from H. Stern, and original batik

dresses by Alexandra Zaid.)

Beverley uses non-professional

models in her show. She finds them
in boutiques for the most part,

although she discovered one — an
elegantHadassah Hospital nurse —

in the Hilton lobby. "I did panic two
days before the last show," Beverley
admits. "One of my models cancell-

ed out at the last minute and I was
desperately searching for a
replacement.”
Following a hunch, she headed for

the cosmetics counter of one of

Jerusalem's larger stores and found

Just the type of girl she was looking

for. “When the salesgirl said ‘can I

help you?’," said Beverley, "I ex-

claimed: ‘Oh, can you ever!' We
were both surprised when she readi-

ly agreed to model for me.”
Beverley's fashion promotion

business in New York, Fashions d la

Carte, presented weekly luncheon
shows at restaurants and hotels.

These sometimes continued for
years at the same location, as they
both increased sales and filled
restaurants to capacity.
Their popularity, Beverley feels, is

due in part to the Informality of her
shows, especially compared with
runway shows. Prospective
customers can see the clothes close
up, and even feel the fabric If they
want to. Of course, they risk having
scarves flounced in their faces, or
sleeves dipped in their coffee, but
that's all part of the informality.

“It’s amazing the way some at the
women used to react to my shows In
the States." said Beverley.
“Sometimes they got so excited by
the fashions that they'd run into the

dressing rooms after the models and
try to buy the clothes right there on
the spot!"
This slender, stylish grandmother

has modelled in, produced and com-
mentated for fashion shows since the
1950’s. She was also a stylist for films
and television, and appeared in TV
commercials as well.

She came to Jerusalem in order to

spend Rosh Hashana with her son
and his family — and stayed on.
“Every time I think that maybe I

should return home,” says Beverley,
"things aeem to fall into place for me
here." The Hilton, for example, is

considering running weekly shows
both to entertain the guests and br-

ing Israel’s fashion industry to the

attention of tourista. All the bouti-

ques and designers Beverley has
contacted so far have been more
than receptive to her ideas. Many
have begun to contact her, anxious to
appear in her shows.
Her son is studying at Yeshlvat Or

Sameach and Beverley has started
attending classes there, too. She also
lectures on Transcendental Medita-
tion.

Her plans for the future in the
fashion world are wide open. "I may
start a model agency in Jerusalem,”
-she says. "Why should they all be Tel
Avlv-bosed? Or maybe the idea of a
charm school might catch on here."
And she definitely will be organizing
more fashion shows.

Of Modes and

J.I • 5
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Polgat Enterprises presents:

End-of-Season Sale
in Oilman Chain Stores

s'n HUMAN Sweaters
! Super-stvlish. in a broad range of

/spectacular styles and patterns. A huge

f selection of jackets and sweaters, in V-neck,

crew, and turtleneck designs.

From pantalettes to pantyhose, W1M VAN LEER
casts an expert eye at the gentle art of concealment.

1

//W ^ a you "P lck-it variety

y // r -I of solids, stripes,

ij jj ,7 / - tjy and checks. A special

& j
^nC “^es *st0” European-

“The shape currently fashionable

can only be achieved by tight-lacing,

a practice diametrically opposed to

the teaching of anatomy,
physiology...a form of barbarism
comparable with the means
employed by the Chinese for en-

suring small feet..oppressing the

heart and lungs;- obstructing the

breath of life.-causing asthma,
whooping cough, apoplexy, jaundice,

miscarriages, convulsions, harden-

ing of the ovariw?. polypus..."

* Now the new cage-crinoline, by tta

enormous bell shape, created the if-

lusion of a small waist, and thereby

relaxed the need for over-tight lac-

ing, which found much approval, on

health grounds, from such persons

as Madame Roxey Caplin, corset-

maker to the Queen, author of

"Health and Beauty,” a standard

work at the time. (She was later to

Invent the suspender part of the cor-

set.) Her patroness. Queen Victoria,

demurred, calling the crinoline an

"indelicate, expensive, dangerous

and hideous article.” And Florence

Nightingale, fresh from the casualty

wards of Balaclava, opined*. "I wish

that people who wear crinolines

could see the indecency of their

dress as other people see it."

However, the crinoline created

some problems: there was hardly

room in the carriages and hansom

cabs for the enormous contraptions,

nor on the horse-drawn omnibuses.

Doors had to be widened, counters

overhung to allow milady to ap-

proach; many balustrades, to this

very day. show the outward curve

designed to permit the ladies to use

the staircase. In the theatres, the

seats, aa well as the seating

arrangements, had to be enlarged.

Furniture had to be adapted to the

new craze. The lampoonists were .

having a field day. Where originally

the hoops were inflexible like a bird-

cage, soon many Inventors applied

their skills to the construction of

collapsible crinolines, which enabled

their wearers to reduce the volume

at will— to the great relief of all con-
cerned. Between 1856 and 1860 Her
Most Excellent Majesty Queen Vic-

toria, by the courtesy of The Patent
Office, granted some 30 letters pa-
tent for innovations to the crinoline
of one kind or another.

A further drawback -ot the
crinoline was Its tendency to tilt up
when encountering an obstacle or in

the slightest breeze, which caused
great embarrassment to the wearer

.
and viewer, and contributed not a lit-

tle to the all-round hilarity, merri-
ment and ridicule. Things came to a
pretty pass when servants began to

ape their elders and betters. By 1860

the cost of a cheap but serviceable

cage had come down to six shlUings
and, what with milady's reach-me-
downs, Judy and Jane were soon
making attempts at scrubbing floors

and laying fires, toting their cumber-
some attires. The very fabric of

.

society was being threatened.

By the end of 1880, the craze had
run its course, and the fashionable
classes began to dress In a manner
that demanded less Lebensmum.
Amongst the serving and labouring

multitudes, the crinoline soldiered

on for a little while, then expired un-

lamented and soon forgotten.

But history has a way of repeating

itself, with modifications, of course.

And, like the pantalettes of
yesteryear, so came to pass the
panty-hose by courtesy of the
automated high-speed round knitting

machine. It took care of the “modesty"

part, once again relegating the akirt

to a purely decorative function. The
fashion designers of the day decided

that small was beautiful, and so, to

everyone's edification and delight,

the mini-skirt was born. It was fun

while it lasted. Then came the midi,

next the maxi and so back to square
one.
Maybe men like guessing what lies

hidden beneath those concealing
folds; and women like to keep them

.
guessing?

Suits and skirts,

slacks and vests,

in captivating

top-of-the-line styles.

RAfilR •c\&nDyke of London
Two-piece and three-piece suits,

jackets, blazers, and pants.

Top-quality stitching,

mm

/ / Leejearns

C_ /Jeans, overalls.

Jf trousers and jackets

—''in denim, hopsack and
cordurov. ^

/ /V /

tf Z/

Td Aviv: “Ouman” 100 Allenby Road. “Boutique Van Dyke & Lady Bagir’j 32 Allenby Road.

“Boutique Van Dyke” Dizengoff Centre. Haifa: “Ouman” 18 Herzl Street.

Jerusalem: “Ouman” 42 Jaffa Road, Zion Square.

With Polgat
you’re always
well dressed.
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CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: s p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday'a paper: 8 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday'a
paper: 12 noon 'Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL88 for eight words; iLii for each additional word.
Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of £L120 for eight words: IL15 for each
additional word. These rates do not include VAT.

WHERE TO DINE PURCHASE/SALE

SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price.
Balfour Cellar, Haifa. Tel. 04-662219. 866300.
1 1 mill I II I II til i! mill II. mill. Ill .IIIM.I.

I

dwellings

END OF SEASON SALE until end of
February 1979. All-department discounts

20Cr-50r/r. Zolba warehouses: Central
Carmel (under Super-Sol); Central Ahuza.9
Hanke Street; 25 Klryat Bialik, Jerusalem
Street.

JERUSALEM

FRENCH HILL. 2 rooms, fully furnished.
equipped. 8200. Tel. 02-W29S1

.

RELIGIOUS TOURISTS! Luxurious room.
Geula. Tel. 02-234760. 20.30-22.00.

SINGER ELECTRIC band machine.
Perfect working order IL2 JS00 . Tel. 053-

30413.

TEL AVIV

FOR RENT, nice furnished room. 26 Dafna
apartment 5 . 8 a.m.-ll a.m.

SITUATIONS VACANT

NETANYA

NOBIL GREENBERG rentals, long short
term, furnished, unfurnished. 2 Usalshklin,
TeL 053-23736, 053-32558.

T.V. & RADIO
INSURANCE

BEFORE RENEWING household —
automobile Insurance. Phone Goshen. Tel.
03-717611.

PERSONAL VEHICLES

TOURIST CALL ME for company 11 a.m.-l
p.m. Tel. 03-444508.

.n.^DOiyn 1 d'jidqO jthotJ")

Jerusalem JYmphony Orchestra
GARY BEHTMI CHIEF CONDUCTOR a MUSICAL DIRECTOR TKpOil WHSUKl nsn.-'J-flTl TU.

Jerusalem Theatre
Concert—

“De Natura Instrumentis”

Series 5
Today, February 4, 1979

8.30 p.m.

Conductors: Heinz Holliger (oboist)

Vinko Globokar (trombonist)

Globokar: Etude pour Folklora
Holliger: Improvisationfor Oboe and Trombone
Martin: Ballad for Trombone and Orchestra
Holliger: Siebengesang

Tickets: Jerusalem Theatre (Tel. 67167) 8 p.m.
and agencies.

r: Beth

rrsr- Hatefutsoth
Museum of the Jewish Diaspora

Visiting hours:

Sunday, Monday, Thursday: 16 a.m. — 5.60 p.m.

Tuesday, Wednesday: 3.00 — 10.00 p.m.

Friday,* Saturday: closed.

*

Children under 6 years old are not admitted.

Organized tours must be pre-arranged (Tel. 03-425161)

Beth Hatclulsoth Is located on the Tel Aviv University campus (Gale X).

Kbunner St.. Ramat Aviv.
Buses 13, XI. 25, 27, 49, 74. 79. 927.

Required

CLERK
for Export Documentation Department

Good English and basic Hebrew essential. ‘Experience

desirable. Good conditions for the right candidate.

Please apply to the Personnel Department,

P.O.B. 15, Beersbeba.

— Discretion Assured —

WORKS LTI> ^

For foreign investor:
FOR SALE with approved-investment status —

Fully appointed, 960 sq.yd.

3-Level Showroom
27 yards of windows on

Greater Tel Aviv main thoroughfare.

P.O.B. 39256, Tel Aviv.

Sale of 3-Room Flat
in French Hill. Jerusalem, by trustees.

The flat Is valued at IL1.2SO,000, and no lesser offers will be accepted. No
understanding is given to accept any offer.

For particulars, please contact (Adv.i A. Rosovnky, TrI. OX-SWWBW. or

(Adv.i Richter, Tel. 02-223747, who arc acting as trustees for Uic above

flat.

SEGAL BUTS everything, televisions,

stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

838790, 03-803748.

TELEVISION

FOR SALE, New Torah Scroll, ornate
Ashkenazi Script. Tel. 03-287382. 03-709575,

03-705107.

TYPIST ! MOST interesting jobs for highest
rates. Try and find out. Tel. 03-299275.

NIGHT MANAGER REQUIRED 5 p.m. -

1 a.m. for fast food restaurant in Tel Aviv.

Tel. 03-256813 (8.30 a.m.-12 noon).

TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day. In

advanced laboratory. Special department
for colour T.V. "Electron," Tel. 03-447030,

03-443138.

PASSPORT SALE: Flat 128, 1973. Flat 124,
1972 special. Citroen 1972 station, price only
12,350. Tel. 03-621830 (9 a.m.-3 p.m.)

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English 6. 8.30

Language and Communications 3-5.

9.00 English 8. 9.20 Math/Geometry
6 . 9.40 Programme for
kindergarteners. 10.10 Literary
selections. 10.30 Math/Gsoxnetry 5.

11.10 Algebra/Geometry 8. 11.30 Ad-
vice and guidance 9. 12.00 English 9.

12.20 Literature 7-9. 12.40 Geography
8. 13.00 English 10 . 13.40 Biology 9-

10. 15.30 Everyman’s University —
English. 16.00 Handiwork. 16.15
English 9. 16.35 Books and stories.
17.00 On Target — quiz
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The Mouse Factory: Folk Tale
Favourites
18.00 Cabbage Head — entertain-

-

ment series with Kobl Oshrat, Eli
Msgen and Chana Laazlo

ARAB1C-LANGUAGE programmes:

18.30 News roundup
18.32 Primus — action series about

deep' sea divers

,

19.00 News and weekly magazine

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Family Situa-

tion — dramatising family and borne
situations
20.30 Another Hit — Israeli hits

21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Second Look — news
background and analysis
22.00 Trinity Tales : The Judy's Tale.

Third part ofa series by Alan Plater
based on Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales
22.55 Dr. John Greersold tells of 20th
century events as recorded in the
media
23.45 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV ((unofficial)

17.40* Cartoons. 18.30 French Hour.
18.55 (JTV3) I Dream of Jeaxmie.

10.00 News In French. 19.30 News In

Hebrew. 19.45 Boxing School. 20.00

News In Arabic. 20.30 The Good Life.

21.10 Hawaii 5-0. 22.00 News in

English. 22.15 Lily Langtry

* (JfTV 8 , Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV S)

I CINEMAS
Jerusalem 4, 7, 9

Anon: Hie Spy Who Loved Me 4.

6.45, 9; Eden: Stoner; Edison: The
Ten Comandments 4. 8 ; Habtrah: Dirty
Heroes; Kflr: Interiors 4, 8.45, 9;
Mitchell: Foul Play 7, 9. Wed. also at

4; OrgO: Iphlgenie; Orion: Thank
God It's Friday; Oraa: The Cheap
Detective; Ron: Convoy; Somadar:
PapUlon 6.45, 9.15; Small Auditorium
Blnyenel Ha'ooma: Blume In Love 7,

9.15; Cinema One: The Old Gun 7.30,

A Man and a Woman 9.15;

Tel Aviv 4.38. 7.15, 9JO
Allenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Sbdrt Eyes; Chen: Grease 4.30, 7.

9.30; Cinema One: Revenge of the
Pink Panther; Cinema .Two: 1900
(Part One) 7.15. 1900 (Part Two) 4.30,

-9.30. Dekel: Midnight Express 7,9.30;

Drive-In: Splendor in the Grass: 7.30.

9.15; Esther: The Silent Partner;
Gat: Dona 7Ior and Her Two
Husbands; Gordon: Blume in Love;
Hod: Mean Dog Blues. Limor: A
Summer Place; Maxim: The Pocket
Lover; Mograbl: Convoy 4.30, 7.80,

9.30; Opfalr: Force 10From Navarone
4.30, 7, 9.30; Oriy: The Big Sleep;

Paris: Sproszek; Peer: Summer-
field; Ramat Aviv: Anna and the
Wolf 7.15. 9.30, Tues. also at 4.30;

Royal: The Gigolo from Amsterdam
10, 12, 2, 4. 7.30, 9.30; Shahaff:
Interiors: Studio: The Goodbye Girl;

Tchelet: Sayonara 4.30, 9.30; Tel
Aviv; Scorchy ; Tel Aviv Museum:
The Lace Maker; Zafon: Derail Uzala
4, 6.45. 9

Haifa 4. 8.45, 9

Amphitheatre: Byes of Laura Mars:
Armon: Coma; Ataman: The Silent

Partner 6.45, 9. Chen: Grease ; Gator:
Devil's Brigade 10, 2, 7. Hang on the
High Tree 12, 4, 9; Miron: High Class

Pleasures 10, 12, 2, 4. 7, 9; Moriah:
The Domino Principle 6.45, 9; Orah:
Straight Time; Orion: Milano, A
Violent City; Ordan: Bananas 4, 7. 9.

Oriy: An Unmarried Woman 6.45, 9;

Peer: Pocket Lover; Ron: Death on
the Nile 6 , 9; Sfaavlt: Coming Home
6.30, 9.15

Ramat Gan: 7.15, 9.30

Armon: Grease 4, 7, 9.30; Hadar: The
Unglorious Bastards 4. 7JO. 9.30;

Lily: Coming Home. Oasis: Roller

Coaster 4, 7. 9.80; Ordea: Death on
the NUe 6.45. 9.80; Rama: Death
Dimension 7J5, 9.30, Mon. and Wed.
also at 4.30; Ramat Gan: An Un-
married Woman

Rerallya
David: Coming Home 4. 7, 9.30;

Tlteret Herallya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.15, 9.30

Baton
angdal: The Other Side of Midnight 8.

9

Petal: Tthva
Shalom: Lemon Popaiele 7.15, 9.15.

Tues. 7J5 only

Netanya
Esther: Driver 4.30. 7. 9.13

Bent a car
The economical way

50% Reduction
on daily rate

Call at any of our offices

Jerusalem:
174 Jaffa St., Tel. 243308/222534
22 King David St., Tel. 234405
Tel Aviv:
112 Hayarkon St., Tel. 03-287253/4

Intensive and Thorough Study
All Stages; Small Groups

Reg. for new classes: Feb. 4-fl

ISRAEL’SULPAN
3 Sirkin St., Tel Aviv

(Near 46 Ben Yehuda St.)'

Information: 4.00-6.30 p.m. 1only

Tel. 285288 mmm
Quality Shoes for Men

Big Selection
END OF SEASON SALE

30 Rehov Ahad Ha'am
T«l Aviv

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereot : Morning Concert —
Bach: Concerto (n C Minor for 2
Pianos (Robert A Gaby Casadesus);
Mercadante: Symphony on Themes
from Rossini's Stabat Mater;
Schubert: The Trout. To Sylvia
fSauzay) ; Haydn: String Quartet In F
Minor- Op. 20. No. 5 (Lenox): Bach:
Concerto for Violin * Oboe; Sibelius:
En Saga; Beethoven: Choral Fantasy
Op. 80 ( Lukas Fogs) _
11.35 Love Songs by Guillaume de
Machault
12.05 (Stereo): Paul Schiossman.
oboe and English bom; Sara Fuxon-
Hayman, piano; Zvi Harel, cello;

Marina Bondarenko, piano —
Hindemith: Sonata for English Horn
ft Piano; Mendelssohn: Cello Sonata,

Op. 85; Gordon Jacobs: Sonatina for

Oboe ft Piano; Makoto Shinuhara:
Obasaslah for Oboe ft Plano
13.00 (Stereo): Purcell: Dido and
Aenaeas
14.10 Children's programmes
16.05 (Stereo) : Bach: Cantata No. 13;
Hovhannes: Magnificat; Bruckner: 3
Motets
17.15 (Stereo): Arteh Vardi playa
Beethoven: Sonata in A Major, Op.
26; Sonata in D Minor. Op. 31, No. 2 ;

For Eltse
20.15 I Stereo i : Spotlight on Contem-
porary Artists — Igor Markevich
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Reflections on the portion of the
week with Prof. -Yesfaayahu
Lelbowltz
21.50 Lesson In Halacha with Rabbi
Haim Pardess
22.05 (Stereo): Haifa Symphony
Orchestra. Dan Vogel conducting, •

with Robin Weisel-Capsouto, Yanulia
Pappas. Victor Schwartz, the Choir of

the Kibbutz Artzi — Vivaldi: Gloria;
Bach: Cantata No. 4; Schubert: Mass
in G
23-23 (Stereo): Jazz X 37
00.10 (Stereo): Chamber Music —
Haydn: String Quartet In C, Op. 54.

No. 2 (Amadeus); Mozart: String
Quartet InB Minor, K. 458 (GuomerH

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning —"news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.05 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
16.10 Direct Line — Press conference
17.30 The Third Truth — thriller
18.05' Programme for Senior Citizens

18.43 Sports^magazine
19.00 Today people and events In
the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 59, 60
20.05 Middle East Crossroads —
political commentary (repeat i

21.05 Light music for wind ensembles
22.05 Behind the crossword — live
radio game an Jewish subjects
23.05 Magazine on entertainment and
thearts

Army
6 . 3 <f University on the Air —
Preliminary introduction to Logistics

with Prof. Assa Rasher
7.07 On Drivers and Traffic: reports

froin police positions; features on
transportation, quizzes, information

on tours of the country

8.06 IDF Morning Newareel
9.05 Israeli Winter — Eli Yisraeli

presents three hours of music, gags,

Jobes, guest stars, news flashes and
the "Red Line” — Listeners call 03-

830222 the moment something
newsworthy happens
X2.45_15 Minutes
l3l» Today's Favourite — songs with
a special theme
16.05 Black Success — a new
Broadway musical about the black
musician Peter Weller
17.05 IDF Evening newsreel
18.05 Man and bis environment
19.05 Rock music of the seventies
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 University on the Air (repeat)
22.05 Jazz Hour
23.05 Music Lover — Rafl Lavle
presents classical music selections
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat

light music from 6.06 a.m. to IX pan.
dally, with an Interruption for the

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In klloHrrtz
FM in Mrj-.-iHFru

l*t Pm- tnd Pro-
pmm nu m gntmmr

Cnlral
Israel AM: STS AM

PM 91.3 9S.S
J’m
area AM. STS 858

FM:
lies
91 1

no
9SS

Haifa
sm AM: S7S 1209

FM: <9.4 103.2
b’sbeba
area AM S7S SS6

FM: R8 R 103.9
Baird
BftS AM STS M

FM: M 9 101.1
CHmt AM: US? 1IC9

FM: 103 9 BO"

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz:
5-8 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast
show with news, popular music and
Interviews.
11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
5-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
791 kiloHertz:
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 ( Fourth. Fifth j io min.. Including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth. Fifth] 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) a min.
20.15 i Fourth) 15 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 25 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40
Yiddish news at 6.20, 19.30 I First) 30
min.
Hnngariiui at 19.15 | Fifth) 15 min.
Saturdays f First I 30 min.
Rumanian news at B.io. 20.30 (First)
15 min.
RufMlan news at 6.25. ig.« (First) 15
min- Sun-Fri.
Georgian news at 6.08. 19.13 (First.
Fifth) is min.
Ladlno news at 8.30. 20.00 (First.
Fifth) 15 min.
MoghraM news at 0.35, 20.15 (First,
Fifth) 15 min.
Ruehartan news at 6.03 (First)
Tul news at 6.11 (First)

Persian news at 6.49 (First)

Thin schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Ben-Gurian Airport Flight Information,

103/ 971+fiZ-W (or f(WJ2994+4 M &
flights only/ for changes in times, of

'Arrivals and Departures.

SUNDAY
'Arrivals

0215 Condor 3380 DusseldorL Munich
07X5 British Air 8302 Loudon, Gatwick

1315 Sabena 201 Brussels

1390 AUA Til Vienna
1400 KT.af 631 Amsterdam
1405 Hapag Lloyd 877 Munich

' 1445 El A) 564 Teheran
1455 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt

1505 Hapag Lloyd 873 Munich
1510 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New

York. Athens
1526 TWA 800 New York, Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul

1610 Air France 192 Paris

1615 SAS 771 Copenhagei
1715 TWA 810 U.S.A. Paris, Rome, Athens

1745 El A1 016 New York, London

1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1806 Swissair 332 Zurich

1815 Cypralr 302 Larnaca
1835 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago. Boston.

Parte. Rome. Athens
1910 Olympic 301 Atheps
1925 El A1 358 Frankfurt
1940 El A) 386 Rome
1945 El A] 348 Zurich

2040 El A1 324 Parte
2050 British Air 576 London
2110 Air France 186 Parte

2115 El A1 324 Paris

2145 El AJ 328 Parte
2150 El A1 542 Athens
2200 El A1 316 London
2310 El A1 392 Lisbon, Marseille

2355 El A1 5158 Munich. Athens

Departures

0315 Condor 3380 Dusseldarf. Munich
0650 El A) 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich

0710 TWA 811 Rome. Paris. Boston.

Chicago. Kansas City, Los Angeles, San

Francisco
0800 El AJ 391 Marseille, Lisbon

0630 Air France 137 Parte
0850 British Air 577 London
0900 Ei AI on London-New Y«fc
0910 TWA 881 Athena. New York
1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt

' - ‘;
w

1020 El AJ 323 Paris . . .j'
1040 El Al 347 Zurich

'

".V r -;
!

1100 El Al 315 London ' ”
' -

1140 El Al 327 Parte :

1200 EH Al 380 Rome
.

1245 El Al 5157 Athens; Munich
1430 Sabena 202 Brussels

1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1505 Hapag Lloyd 878 Munich
1550 Lufthansa 607 Munich,
1600 KLM 532 Amsterdam-.
1610 Hapag Lloyd 874 Munich
1630 THY 825 Istanbul

1710 EI Al 541" Athens 7
.

1730 SAS 772 Copenhagen
1900 Cypralr 303 Larhaca

'

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome A,
1940 Air France 192 Teheran;

-

i,

Bangkok, Hong Kong . . - .-
‘

Jills flight information is mppud.
j

Bcn-Gurion International Airport
dination Centre.

PHARMACIES DUTY HOSPITALS FIRST AID

Jerusalem; Jerusalem, 212 Yafo. 526215;

Beit Hanlna, Belt Hanina Rd., 854680.

Tel Aviv: Kikar Hamedina, 48 He-Beiyar.

258046; Sriut. 28 King George. 223721.

Hoion: Assuta. 4 Trumpeldor. 858197. Bat

Yam: Gane Bat Yam, 3 Hanevilm, 885871.

Ramat Gan : Assuta, 41 Jabotinsky ,
731874.

Raznana: Ahuza, 184 Ahuza. 91762.

Netanya: Geva, 14 Sha&r Hagai, 22695.

Rtahon: Tzel Alonim, 56 Hagdud Haivri.

941835. Hadera: Hamerkas. 78 Welmann.
22131.

Haifa: Maasada. 30 Massada, 665806.

Bepraheba: Aviv. Shlkun Gimmel. 38688.

Jerusalem: Hadassah (pediatrics,
ophthalmology. E.N.T.). Shaare Zedek
(internal, obstetrics, surgery,
orthopedics).
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics, internal, sur-
gery).

Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics, internal).

Haifa: Rambam tall departments).
Bran” — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.
Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv 253311. Haifa
538888. Beersheba 321U.
Mhgav Ladacb: Open line 4-8 p.m. every
Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems. Tel. 02-33356.

Magen David Adorn first aid

open from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m.
home calls by doctors attixednouj
Fund members should- enquire

rebate. ...

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, -TW

Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Rasul

Boot Brak, Givatayim, Klryat

781111.

POLICE
SUNSET-SUNRISE

Dial 100 in most parts of the country. In
Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 40444. Sunset 17.16; Sunrise tomorrow 06.32

Asfadod 22222
Ashkelon 23333

Bat Yam 885655

Beersbeba 78333

Eilat 2333
Hadera 22333

Hoion 803133
Nahariya 923333

Nazareth H1B
Netanya mu
Fetah Tibia

Rehovot
Rtehoii LeScn
Safed 303» -i

Tiberias anil
-

cm-
Notices in this feature are charged at IL36 per line glus VAT; insertion every day - costs EL600 per line plus VAT, per matt,

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and alTrecognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the

archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with, an
anthology of Greek Jove poetry..Architec-

ture In the Hauukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang and Olufsetra Design for

Sound. Development and production of

outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic figurines from
Sha'ar Thtgolan. Laary-Baschel Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-Stinctures. Works which are both sculp
tures and musical Instruments. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists

(side by side with their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 16-lSth centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with a pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced -in

Israel Museum laboratories.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp
lian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp
torn). Bronze figurine of Alexander the

Great. Prehistoric hunters' sites in

northern Sinai.

Visiting hours: Israel Mnseum: Sun.,

Mon.. Wed., Thurs. 10 a.m. -5

p.m.: Tue. 4-10 p.m.: Frt. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.:
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, Bil-

ly Rose Art Garden: Sun., Mon.. Wed.,
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tue. 10a.rn.-10 p.m.;
Fri. and Sat. 10 a.m. -2 p.m. Rockefeller
Museum: Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Fri., Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat.

and holidays must be purchased in ad-
vance aL the Museum. Cabana or major
Jerusalem hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo,
Hadran and Kastel. Free guided tours In

Engtinh, Sun., Wed., 11.00 a.m.. Tuea. 4.30

p.m. from upper entrance hall.

p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Thun from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No eharge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 85 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416888.

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and 11 artiu ft-om Administration Building,

G3vaLRam Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30 a.m. from ths Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: Tel. 85430.

Emunafa — National Religious Women's
Organization. Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Maimon. Tel. 02-52468, 30620. 811588.

American Mterachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jeruaalem. Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Romema. Tel. 814822, 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

ORT Israel: For visits please es

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233231, TSWA-ii

Jerusalem. Tel. 533141; ORT
Tel. 33744.

American Mlzrachl Women. Guat
— Tel Aviv - Tel. 220187, 243W8:

Pioneer Women —• Na’amat: Fret

See our soclo-educational Serifas

for r.Mfryatipns. Tel Aviv, 03#$*.

MISCELLANEOUS 'VS
Hadassah Tourism Office, 'Boob

Sheraton Hotel. Tel. 03-389784.1
:

;

Haifa

TeL Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Mascara. 27 Sderot Sbaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions; Bennl Elrat —
Extrapolations. Herel In Profile — Herzl’s
Image In the fine arts. Rndl Lehmann,
1993-1977. Habimah 1918-1978, Drawings.
Visiting Hoars: Sun.. Mon., Tue.. Thur. 10

a.m. — 10 p.m. Fri. 10 a,m. — 2 p.m.. Sat. 7
(— ll p.m. New Museum Building open

'

Sat. 10 a.m. — 1 p.m., entrance free.

MUSEUMS •

Visit the Haifa museums: A«M(
Modern Art, 26 Rehov Sbabtaiueji,

523255-8. National Maritime, W-
Illegal Immigration, Tel. 58830

Tel. 644485. Japanese Art, TeL
Katz. Tel. 83482. Dagon Grain

Tel. 664321. Artists’ House, Tel. S®

MISCELLANEOUS . .

Hndaxsah Tpurism Office: Youth

lice. 7 Palyam St. Td. 864878..

What’s On in Haifa, dial 646848.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women's
Organization: “Kastel." 166 Rehov Ibn
Gablrol. Tel. 440338. 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah- Wlzo Office. 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060. 8 a. m.-2 p.m

.

Rehovot
The Welzmann Institute open jo.

from 8.00 a.m. to 3.80 p.m. Vlslton

to see film on - Institute's' research

tlvltles. shown regularly at 11.00 1* 1

3.00 p.in.. Friday- 11.00 a_m. only.
.

Tours of the Welzmann House ev«7 *

hour Erora 9.00 a.m. to 3^0 pjn. and

noon on Friday. Nominal fee tor adw
to Welzmann House. - ..

For Tours of the House please be#*:*

064-83230. 054-83328...

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9. 10, 11 a.m. and 12

noon. leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour Includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

TADM0R HOTEL
Herziiya

ITALIAN-STYLE DINNER
Tuesday, February. 6 .

Please book places in advance:
Tel. 03-938321.

TWQ-IN'BNE ERQSSW0RD

I

Play the crossword below according to yowr ability or your mood: erratic and
the teft. straightforward snd WrJ, raw on the riett. i^^r^dlhS— beware, the dues are not interchangeable.

CRYPTIC CLUES
ACROSS

1 Does from the Orient (5)
• Gather round a girl with

a bit of luck (S)
t He presumably has a sense

of proportion (7)
it Da Church, could it remind

you of the cinema? (8)
11 Ifts heard to be faultless

IX Doubtful strength ? (S)
13 A -prink from mother

earth 7 (7)
15 There nothine In the

road but a stick (3).
17 Wooderzon'a river? (4)
IB Lyint in a way that turns

us to wood! (6)
It Meat for more than one

pereon. evidently (B)
ft The lone way round (8)
XX More than a foreign name

-for an Island (4)
24 A contemptuous thing to

XS Bins a seaman and a
girl an order (7)

XS.Tbey must be significant
15)

X7 Make oneself scarce (S, 3}
IS They enable us to breathe

29 It can't be 'described as. a
surplus (7) -

M It swims a good deal dur-
ing the hotter weather (6)

31 The pbsalble destination of
holiday Journeys? (8)

STRAIGHTFORWARD
CLUES

Acaoss
J Capital (3) x P
. -- J

?
• Flavour (7). * g

"Sf *“ ce rot
If £°lour (5) 7.H
12 Copper] (5). j_Vi
13 Group (7)
15 Angry (») . : if «
17 Road ftf) -12 «
II Flat («) .

IS "
. 16 <?

Blade" (5) is

DOWN
I Paper ffl.

3 XMBlDCiiofll

.& m
rState-j?),-

7 Itfle -ifi :

*6 Country (8) f!'« H^ened
« w ra)
X* Player 17)

11 smpow
19 CP?ti£

2S Bird (5J ’ -

X7 mot-on
.

2 Timber (5) . .

'

MT^at town down below?

18 The material X mend, may.

31 Soak

Fridas* Cryptic Solution

A£moe&—f. Turn aside.

Friday* Savt
ACROSS.—V. An

DOWN
1 Far from attractive, even
though half of it's free f«)
A vend provided with

,

*vw “ .“Nyu mj oo DCwter _ —i. Turn aslda is
turn (S) Nrt-tihts. IS. Eddy. 13. CO"h«-r« ninabouc. -13.

#f®
1
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C He mixes up the bafis (5)
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7 Sack $br a* broken tool (4)
8 A -weapon for which one
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IX Possibly a Roman terri-
torial unit? (5)
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A Maccabi trim J’lem Hapoel 1-0,

[tretch league lead to 3 points
By PAUL KOHN

Pott Sports Reporter
;

kL AVIV. — Tel Aviv Maccabi teat
Cusalcm Hapoel'IrO In the capital

extend Its -lead of the National
igue to three 'points. But the
Vch of the day saw Jaffa Maccabi
t Shimshon 3:2 at the latter's'

und for Jaffa's 0th consecutive

“* ei
*oa& :-'j v T“ fv V 1

_ -'ll .V- w'^nkr.*'

srusalem Betar led. 1:0 until the
1 minute or the game, when Tel

;

v Hapoel equee^d la a deserved
'allzer. Netanya Maccabi teat

his second in tfle 44th minute was
with a header. Ell Cohen headed
Shimshon level In the «9th minute,
but Onana gave Jaffa Maccabi Its

8th win on the trot with a 84th minute
goal. The game was the best of the
day. •

On the same ground, Jerusalem
Betar took the lead with an EU Ml&ly
header after 23 minutes. Betar had
the edge in the first half, but things
changed drastically after the inter-
valwhen Hapoel caDed the tune. The
Tel Aviv pressure was finally
rewarded in the 90th minute when

_ r.l 0VO4IVU m ftUQfUV
-Jjo SateR4'i: AinL ,ud Hapoel won the bottom of the

.

au.s ^‘Mue clash against Riafton LasKm

isw £"2*? UoJJ'J

!

•®el by 1:0 In Yehud.

season in 19 league games.

*=•' Ai 5^i . ntUUHL** KWira «

VjJ s - c2S *llya thus bringing an
r to Hcrzllya's run of 14 games

,t!;
A!"»la :,T J*Siout defeat. Petah 13kva Hapoel

3-V ,.
A

;
r P-aac*®8* t one better In trouncing Jtfat

r 1

;n HapoeI6:(L
.

• -

^ le two leading goalscorers in the

J7i:i lonal League, Oded Machness of

^•-•'.-2:.
r wiya Maccabi and EU Mialy of

d.'w

V

^.laalem Betar. scored a goal each
.erday. Machness has netted 14

la, with Mialy one less. Hakoah'a
ihe Yehie 1, who scored two
.erday. has a IS goals tally in the

a—. ..er .

^^aa3
°*vn thousand fans turned out for

;

-1. eariv game at the Bloomfield
: fc

';^,3
I?Sa£lium, where already In the 7th

v
r\-^dS&ute Yoel. Maasuary gave

' - 'i^^Kjashon the lead against Jaffa

r,... ^Yscabi.. The effort' Injured
orca Vri^*. /j4c»ii* lauari who was replaced-
ftornc cas'^ young Jaffa Maccabi team
func - to be upset by the early set--
r ' ,M*t and played their normal open

«, using their fast wingers well,

he Onana equalized in the 30th

ate, the first of his three goals.
Phone -

Sr.e: 3-,

tH:u.

Ast'i'vj

tfchk.

after three games.
At the Katamon ground, a Vicky

Pcretz header in the 39th minute was
enough to win Tel Aviv Maccabi both
points. Avi Cohen supplied the
crucial pass to hda central striker.

Otherwise this was a poor game
watched by 7,000 fans. Jerusalem
Hapoel looked the tetter combina-
tion in the first half, but rarely look-
ed- dangerous as the game was
played mostly hi midfield.
Retanya’s Oded Machness

snapped up a chance alter half an
hour, netting a shot from 22 metres
out. Watched by 10,000 In the Negev
capital, Beersheba Hapoel had their
scoring chances but poor BwiwMng
cast them this game.
For the second week In succession

Moabe Romano gave Tel Aviv Betar
the lead only to be pegged back to a
draw. Romano's 10th-minute goal
was equalized by a penalty In the
30th minute by Alon Tzubeirl, after
Moahe Hoffman handled. Bnel
Yehuda, without Ehud Ben-Tovim,
were far from their beat and Betar
were unlucky not to win this game.
Yehud Hapoel produced their best

football of the game In the second
half against Rlshon LeZion. Their
deaerved winner was netted by
Sblomo Haviv. Only fine goalkeeping
by Rishon's Efiralm Weiman kept the
score down.

•
: bin

ibbutz XV routs E. Shmona by 38-0

UCC.'.t

o!_r. -

Post Sports Reporter

**, AVIV. — Ha'ogen-Nlr Eliahu

a ^erday climbed to second spot
mi rnd the Hebrew University in the

£inal rugby league table follow-

:dan overwhelming 38-0 victory

Tir Kiryat Shmona at GIvat Haim,
teams are on 12 points. along

^wa^third-placed Tel AvivASA ' ‘A",
lefendlng champions. -

ere 'el kept up their, strong
enge to the leaders, withahard-

10-0- win against Tel Aviv

- -
:S die in week’s
" ad accidents

•• •.i.'r.'a'fcf Vk . ..

r - T'. ::r£iiteen people were killed last
r. - - '-at; ^ y different fatal road ac*

^“ita — the worst ofwhich, on the
r-. road in -the.south, tbdk three

"

<li t.Tl <l
• Another 200 people,-were In- .

'

T ,^ nsr- oji in road accidents, 89 of them
seriously ormoderately.

at of the accidents — 69 in aU.
J;.. imting for 100 Injuries — took

on southern ibeds. The year's

:: . .Tiu^rdeath toll nowstands at 68, and
: r.ii-lijury toll at around 2,000. (Itim)

'

• Vs-.vltl

k’lS-'Ki.i.i -lOIS

ASA “B" at the Wingate Institute,

the Tel Avlvians' home ground this

season.

The league standings:

P G Pts.

Hebrew University 7 183:38 12

Ha'ogen-Nir Eliahu 8 170:75 12

Tel Aviv ASA “A" 8 173:60 12
Yizre'el 7 106:34 10
Kiryat Shmona 8 14:161 3

Tel AvivASA“B” 7 14:153 2

Tecbnion 7 10:167 1

Egyptian squash star

favoured for title

LONDON (Reuter) .— Gamal Awad.
one of the most exciting players in

squash, reached the semi-finals of

the British amateur championship
here at the week-end, pftpr -gaining
walkover against alling-'Brittsh In--’

ternational Ian Robinson. «
* T

The 24-year-old Egyptian took
amateur squash by storm when he
won this tournament last year. He
has Improved considerably since,
and is favourite to complete a
successful defence of the title.
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SHIRTS il449
[TEP LAPIDUSJ PUUjOVERS |l499
Francesco \^aienimo

1BLAZERS il.1999

3-PIECE-SUITS il3350
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drugstore no,1, Dizengoff center
Kfar snmaryahu

Fbuuilng and Construction Law, IMS
Local Hanning Arcs, Aahkelon

Notice of Change »f Local Pfautnlng Scheme

! — *
'

sc v.

.:!

ft -f**"
;

j a

tP accordance with paragraph 89 of the Planning and Construction tew, IMS,
.

ijtice is hereby given that a changed plan — referred to as change no. 19 of the

Ihkclon Planning Scheme — has been deposited at the offices of the Southern
:» * l strict Planning and Construction Commission.

!;e altered scheme comes with an attached plan sketch.
f
\;

lain change Instructions: Determining the land designations in the "flexible ccn-

i" area, diminishing of residential density, determining of pedestrian passages.
1

ip« tar public use, commercial fronting®, etc.

Allowing are the areas Included to the altered plan:
- M03.232 dunam area. Lot porttons: 1227, 1229; USD. 12M. 1232. north of Dcrcch

” mitzahon.
< those Interested mayview the plan change gratis, duringtimes when the above

f, jfices are open to 'the putdic.
4>1 those interested In the land, building, or in anyother planning aspect, and who
balder themselves as having been adversely affected by the plan change, and
,eryone entitled to do so according to paragraph 100 of the above law, may

1

J.dtest the plan change at the above local commission offices, within two months
jjittn the date of this annoimeement.

,! January 17, 1970
*

I. Vardlmon
5 Chairman, District Phumlng and CbnHlnirilon

temmhwlon,
i Southern District

irt

Tb^ phone number of our new offices

“BROMINE HOUSE"

... is

057-68111
On Feb. 15.1979, all Old numbers

will be disconnected.

WDL G Pla.

1. TO Aviv Maccabi 12 6 1 31:9 30

2. Jerusalem Betar 11 6 2 33:14 27

3. Netanya Maccabi 9 8 2 30:18 26

4. Bnel Yehuda 933 1 18:12 23

8. Jaffa Maccabi 8 9 6 22:23 21

6. Beersheba Hapoel 6 7 6 21:18 19
7. Haifa Hapoel B 7 B 10.-13 19

8. Shimshon 6 7 B 20:18 19

9. To) Aviv Hapoel 0 6 7 15:22 18

10. Jerusalem Hapoel 4 8 7 12:14 18

11. Kfar Sava Hapoel a 6 8 23:2G 16

12. P.Ttkva Maccabi 6 4 9 17:32 16
13. Tei Aviv Betar 3 8 8 17:21 14

14. Yehud Hapoel 310 7 10:17 14

13. R. LeZion Hapoel 3 8 8 13:24 12

28. Hadera Hapoel 9 212 17:34 12

Second Division

13 9 1 43:13 31

11 3 5 19:13 29

U 2 B 30:14 24

8 4 24:19 22

9 4 18:18 21

6 8 5 20:20 20

7 6 24:20 19

6 7 19:17 18

B 7 14:23 IB

7 7 16:18 17

e 8 14:18 17

8 7 12:14 16

4 9 13:19 16

8 7 1B:26 16

2 8 9 11:24 12

3 6 10 17:35 12

1. Hakoah
2. Holon Hapoel
3. Ramai Amldar
4. P.Tikva Hapoel
6. Herzllya Maccabi
6. Haifa Maccabi
7. Raxnat Gan Hapoel
8. Tlrat Hacarmcl
9. Bat Tam Hapoel

10. Marmorck Hapoel
11. Acre Hapoel
12 . Lod Hapoel
13. Belt Shean Hapoel
14. Tiberias Hapoel
10. Ashdod Hapoel
18. Netanya Hapoel

Kiron, Herzliya

tie for bowls lead
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Herzllya. skipped by
Harry Esakov, yesterday joined
Kiron at Uie top of the men's section

of the Israel Bowls League by virtue

of a 24-12 success against Netanya in

Caesarea.
Kiron, edged out 20-17 at home by

Cecil Geffen's fast-improving Neve
Magen foursome, nevertheless
retained their No. 1 position because
of a superior shot-difference over
Herzllya. with both teams on 14

points from their nine matches. Tel
Aviv are third in the 12-team divi-

sion, four points behind.
Women section leaders Savyon

yesterday maintained their un-
beaten record, blit they were held to
a^!rSi5)^2^0 by vl4f(§^B3rdn in an
exciting-contest . Savyon, skipped by,

Molly Skudowitz, now have 12 points

from their sixoutings , three ahead of

second-placed Tel Aviv. Nine teams
are competing in the women's divi-

sion.

Zinn, Fedeman win

in Caesarea golf play

Post Sports Reporter

CAESAREA. — Veteran Louis Zinn
of Caesarea yesterday won the
monthly medal Individual stroke
play tournament here from 75
golfers with a net score of 67.

On the same net mark but with an
Inferior back line holes was J.L.
White of Herzliya, while James
O’Callaghan of the UN finished third

with a net 69 score.
Hotelier Sam Federman won the

"B" Division with a net 66 score, one
better than Bob Sachs of Haifa, with
14-year-old Alon Gerl of Savyon on
the 68 mark.

Victor Nitzchl and Barbara Golan
of Haifa won the Chairman's Cup
pairs event by easily beating Dudley
Kessel and Irving Bronsky, 5 and 4.

Welsh edge Irish in

5-nation rugby tilt

CARDIFF tReuter). — Wales beat
Ireland by 24 points to 21 In their

European Five Nations Cham-
pionship rugby union international
here yesterday.
Wales led 12-9 at halftime.

In London, Scotland salvaged a 7-7

draw against England in the same
series in the European five nation
rugby union at Twickenham.

Ramat Gan Hakoah's runaway 3 :i

win over Herzllya MaccAbf was
achieved by ten men. as Vicky Man-
sour was sent off early In the game
for using foul language to referee
Ovadla Bon-Yitzhak,
Results at a glance:

National League
Shlmtthnn 4, Jaffa. Maccabi 3.

Tri Aviv Hnpool I, Jerusalem Betar I-

Brrnibebn Ritporl 6, Netanya Maccabi 1.

Yehud Hapoel 1. Mahon LeZion Hap. 6,
Bnel Ynbuda !. Tel Aviv BcUr I.

Jrruxalpiii Hap. 0, Tei Aviv Maccabi I.

Second Division
Holcm Hapoel 1 , Belt Shcan Hap. 0.

Acre Hapoel 2 . Lod Hapoel 0 .

Ashdod Hapoel 0. Ramat Amldar 2.

Haifa Maccabi 0, Tlrat Hacarmel Hap. 0.

Netanya Hapoel 2, Marmorck Hapoel 1.

Petah Tikva Hapoel 3. Bat Tam Hapoel 0.

Tiberias Hapoel 2, Ramat Gan Hapoel 0.

Hakoah 6. Herzllya Maccabi 1.

Standings, after 19 games:
National League

. .<vr :• -

A;-;.;. Liverpool regain lead;

^ Wolves upset Everton

k-ffk

r T-i-

Maccabi Tel Aviv's Avi Yerushalmi leaps Into the air in an atfrmpt
to sclssor-kick a goal against Jerusalem Hapoel in the capital
yesterday, but defender All Othman got there first and (he hall was
Cleared. iRalMSfiim Isriiciii

LONDON. — European champions
Liverpool yesterday defeated West
Bromwich Albion 2-1 at Anfleld to
leapfrog over their championship
rivals and regain the leadership of

the English First Division soccer
standings.
Liverpool, cheered on by a

massive- 32,000 crowd, led 2-0
through goals from Kenny Dalglish
and David Fairclough. Ally Brown
reduced the deficit but West
Bromwich could not find the all-

important second goal.

Elsewhere, surprises were the
order of the day. Third-placed Ever-
ton crashed to & 1-0 defeat against
Wolverhampton Wanderers at
Mollnuex. Steve Daley scored the
only goal of the game for the relega-
tion strugglers.

Manchester City scored its first

league win for three months. The
team on the receiving end was
Tottenham, which slumped to an un-
happy o-3 home defeat.

Arsenal's Alan Sunderland was the
man who surprised Manchester
United at Qld Trafford. After a

Maccabi loss to Real points up weak spots
By STEVE KAPLAN
Post Sports Reporter

Tel Aviv Maccabt's 76-90 defeat on
Thursday night by Real Madrid in a
final round game of the European
Cup of Champions was certainly not
a fatal blow to the Israeli team's cup
hopes, but it did point up some of the
weaknesses which have of late
plagued them.
Perhaps the biggest disappoint-

ment this season has been the erratic
play of Maccabi Star Mickey
Berkowitz. who has played some of
the best, as well as worst, games of

his career this year. Against Madrid,
Mickey was forced to settle for only
one basket from the field in scoring
four points. Berkowitz was under
strict orders from coach Ralph Klein
to limit his shooting, because Klein
felt that Maccabi's inside players
should be receiving more oppor-
tunities to score.

Klein has come under criticism for
putting a stop to Berkowitz's
shooting, and the ban has been singl-

ed out as the main reason for Mac-
cabi's loss. This view, however, fails

to take into account Maccabi's
overall sloppy play and the fact that
the final result was no different from
that of Maccabi's previous eight en-
counters In Madrid. This time, with
two of Madrid's stars out with in-
juries. the Israelis had hopes of up-
setting the Spaniards, and this made
the defeat much harder to swallow.

The 24-point final margin was not a
real indication of the close game.
Maccabi made a few crucial mis-
takes which, had they been avoided,
might have turned the game around.
Twice after Madrid scored, the in-
bounds pass was stolen aod con-
verted to an easy additional basket.
Those were two tallies which cost
Maccabi dearly as the game entered
its final minutes.
Approaching half-time. Maccabi's

Lou Silver missed three foul shots in
a row which could have brought his
team to within six points of Madrid
at the half, and Paul McCracken
duplicated this feat in the second
half when Maccabi was still within
slriking distance.
Adding to Maccabi's miseries on

Israel cricketers to open practice

for World Cup series in summer
By JACK LEON

Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israel's 13-man
cricket team begins net practice
later this month for the qualifying
competition of the second Prudential
World Cup. The competition takes
place in the English Midlands in May
and June.
The team is led by Jerusalem's

Yoram Kessel, with Isaac Solomon
of Petah Tikva as vice-captain,
.Israel dhdcliet Association chairman j

Gabriel Kandli told The Posf on Fri-
*

day. Both talented players are *

wicket keepers.

Israel is one of 15 associate
members of the International
Cricket Conference (ICC) par-
ticipating in the two-week qualifying
tournament, which is being held for

the first time. The countries are be-
ing divided into three groups, and
Israel is drawn against Gibraltar.

Holland, Sri Lanka and the U.S. The
group winners, plus the best
runners-up, will go into a semi-final
round, with the two finalists then
Joining the six full ICC members in

the competition proper.
The six are Australia, Britain. In-

dia. New Zealand. Pakistan and the
West Indies, winner of the first

World Cup in 1975. South Africa has
been out ot the ICC for nearly 20
years, failing to gain readmittance
at the body’s annual meeting last

summer.
Kessel, 33, has turned out almost

continually for Israel ever since
overseas cricket sides started tour-
ing here on a regular basis in 1968. At
present captain of the Hebrew
University team, Johannesburg-
born Kessel first led the national
team last year.
Solomon, 29. has been a regular

member of the Israel XI since settl-

ing here in 1971. Born in Pakistan, he
.played first-class cricket there, with
rK^kchf-Uniffc^. ‘

; The fest-of^the,.WQrI4,.C«Pi!9ide;
comprises Stan Perlman and Leslie
Susser i both Hebrew University).
Larry Barnett, Barry Kanpol, Mike
Mohnbl&tt and DovMoss (Tel Aviv)

;

brothers Nissim Reuben and Zion
Moshe i Ramie) . Hill el Awaskar and
Aaron Benjamin (Ashdod “A”).
Michael Jacob i Petah Tikva), and
Howard Horwitz (Kibbutz Yizre'el).

Manager is Gabriel Kandli.
Until their departure in early May.

the players will be coached by
Israel's ex-captain Barney
Greenberg, who has twice toured
Britain with the National XI. Prior to

their first World Cup fixture on May
22, the Israelis will spend a fortnight
in England, combining acclimatiza-
tion training with a series of warm-
up matches. The trip is being made
with the help of the London-based
Israel Cricket Supporters' Associa-
tion.

Hasharon Hapoel ties for chess lead
By EUAHU SHAHAF
Post Chess Reporter

TEL AVTV. — A smashing 5-1 vic-

tory over Tel Aviv Youth Centre II in

the fourth round of the national chess
championship last week catapulted
Hasharon Hapoel to a tie for first

place in the first division with Tel
Aviv University ASA.
The latter, current league cham-

pions. had to be satisfied with a
modest 3%-2% win over Tel Aviv
Youth Centre I.

Rishon Lezfon Feldklein kept its

third place, defeating Ramat Gan
Hapoel 4V3-IV3. but the heroes of the
fourth round were Jerusalem ASA n
with a surprising 4-2 victory over Tel
Aviv Lasker. Beersheba Chess Club

scored 3-2 against Haifa Technion
ASA and Haifa Lasker capitalized on
Djindjihashvili's absence and beat
Tel Aviv Bank Leumi 3>A-2ta.

Overall standings after the fourth
round:
T.A. University and Hasharon

I7>i. Feldklein 16, Beersheba 12 14

(1). T.A. Youth Centre 121* , Haifa
Technion 11 1 3. 1 , Jerusalem ASA,
T.A. Lasker and T.A! Youth Centre
n 11 each, Haifa Lasker 814, Ramat
Gan and Bonk Leumi 7 points each.

Tel Aviv University ASA II and
Haifa Technion n lead the second
division north, while Tel Aviv
Reshevsky and Jerusalem Rubins-
tein are in the lead of the second divi-

sion south.
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Thursday night was the news from
Greece that Juventuv of Badalona,
Maccabi’s next opponent in the cup,
beat Ollmpiakos by eight points. Not
only does It show Juventuv to be a
strong opponent, but it raises the
possibility that the Greeks may lose
all the rest of their home games,
leaving Maccabi a point short In the
standings. This Is a point they will

have to make up in Sarajevo.
Varese, or next week in Badalona,
and none of the games will be an
easy one for the troubled Israeli
champions.

In quarter-final games of the
Kor&c Cup both Israeli represen-
tatives turned in respectable perfor-

mances on the road — but lost. Haifa
Hapoel played In Gorlzla, northern
Italy and led 50-41 at the half, only to
weaken In the second half and finish

at the short end of 95-90. Yagur
Ha'emek Hapoel played In
Ljubljana, staying in the game until

the closing minutes and going down
89-77.

This Tuesday Haifa is In France
against Antibes, and Yagur is at
borne to Standard Liege of Belgium.

Ramat Aviv volleyball
six win 'marathon’
TEL AVIV. — In a marathon three-
hour volleyball game, Ramat Aviv
Hapoel rallied to beat Tel Aviv Mac-
cabi by three sets to two, after Mac-
cabi led by 2:0, in Shfayim yester-
day.

goalless first half, Sunderland struck
twice in the 55th minute to send
Manchester crashing to its fourth
successive league defeat.
League champions Nottingham

Forest shrugged aside
Middlesbrough 3-1 to stay in the
championship race, and a 1-0 deci-
sion against Coventry kept Leeds
United among the title contestants.

Bristol City also remained in con-
tention, trimming Ipswich 3-1. In a
clash between the two bottom clubs.
Chelsea edged Birmingham 2-1. In
other first division action, Derby
defeated Southampton 2-1 and
Norwich played a scoreless draw
against Bolton.
Bad weather which has wrecked

the league programme in recent
weeks again forced the postpone-
ment of many matches. But the first

division schedule remained nearly
intact with only one contest — Aston
Villa against Queen's Park Rangers
— called off.

There was very little action in
Scotland where all five premier divi-
sion matches and all but two In the

first division were .postponed. (AP,
Reuter i

Work on schedule

for Moscow games
MOSCOW rReuten. — Eight of 18
Olympic village houses, each 16
storeys high, have already been
completed In preparation for the 1980
games here. Mayor Vladimir
Promyslov said in the newspaper
“Izvestia” yesterday.
The Moscow mayor added that

construction work had been com-
pleted on the buildings of the clinic,

automatic telephone exchange and
some other facilities at the village.
At the Centra] Stadium, the main

Olympic arena, grandstands have
been repaired and new seats install-

ed. Promyslov said. Work is

proceeding according to plan on
other projects at the stadium and
almost all basic renovation work Is

expected to be finished by next July,
he said.

Kibbutz chess champ
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jorge Cuellar, member of the
Venezuelan Olympic team, now a
volunteer at Kibbutz Mesllot, won
the kibbutz individual championship
held last week in Netanya. The
winner went through unbeaten, scor-
ing 7 V& points out of 9 games.
Runner-up of the event was Dr. Emir
Helman of Aflklm, also unbeaten,
with 7 points.

Now Available

English Telephone Directories

Vol. 2 — Tel Aviv
Vol. 3 — Central District

(03 Dialling Zone)
Directories are available at all post offices.

Price of directory: DL33.60 (including VAT).
These are the first in a series of 6 directories. The following

volume — Jerusalem (02 Dialling Zone) — will appear at the

beginning of the summer, and will be followed by the volumes
for the:

Southern District (from Ayalon-Ramla dialling zone, Rehovot
and further south).

Haifa Dialling Zone (04).

Northern Area (from the Sharon junction dialling zone and
further north).

It’s never too late to learn

Center for Masomti Judaism in Jerusalem
2-4 Agron, corner Keren Hayesod
Adult Education— spring semester

beginning February 4 will include:

A Page of Talmud, Dr. P. Schindler, Sun., fl.00 p.m.

Conversational Bebivic, Z. Shiftman, Mon., 6.00 p.m.

Tom throuqh shim, negina and
neshama melodies. Dnv. C. Green, Mon.. 7.00 p.m.

Jewish Cookery Dov Green, Mon., 8.00 p.m.

Creative Stitcherg, A. Argand. Tucs., 4.00 p.m.

Com mencintary on the

Commentary on the Siddur.
Rabbis Y. Green and Z. Nelson, Tues., 7.00 p.m.

Midrash 'Aggada: God and Moses — dialogue and debate.
Dr. Aaron Singer, Tues., 7.00 p.m.

Book of Isaiah, Rabbis Y. Green and Z. Nelson, Tues., 7.00 p.m.
The Adam Weiler Talmud Hug, Kabbi Theo. Friedman. Wed.. 4.25 p.m.
The lAfe Cycle of the Jeir -r halacha, minhay and Aupcr/stifion

Rabbi Y. Rubin. Wed.. 7.00 p.m.
The Joseph Saga in the light of mediaeval and modern commentavie*

Dr. L. KttUoff (first session Feb. 21). Wed.. 8.00 p.m.
Rashi and Mediaeval Commentators,

Rabbi Ben Hollander. Thurs.. 7.00 p.m.

«

j% Center for Masorati Judaism in Jerusalem

gy. 2-4 Agron St. T corner of Keren Hayesod St.

W SHABBAT SHIRA CONCERT
h of ^

Feb. 10, 1979 at 8.00 p.m.

Featuring the

Zamir Chorale conducted by Tami Klelnhuus

Soloist: Leon LIssek, tenor

in a programme of Hebrew, classical and Sephardi songs.
Accompanist: ahimon tJonrn

ProiTcds to MICHA, Jerusalem. Contribution: IL25.

4 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

I MAISON DE FRANCE

JT announces

FRENCH LESSONS
at Muison de France, alfl levels. The courses ore conducted according lt»

the CAPHLLE nudlo-visuni method, and arc of 3-months
- duration (twice

weekly In the afternoon nnd evening!.

Informal iait and registration at the Maison de France secretariat daily

between s a.m. and 1 p.m., nnd Monday and Wednesday between 4 and B

p.m. Tel. &K4B2W or *3862.
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Iran’s lesson
PRIMS MINISTER Shapur Bakhti&r ha* progressed from
trembling supplication at the feet of Shia leader Ayatollah
Khomeini to disdainful challenge to the mullah who is seekingto
return Iran to Islamic medievalism.

It is difficult to say how much of Bakhtiar's latest posture is

based on bluff and bluster and how much is firmly grounded in

unequivocal commitments on the part of the Iranian army to
put down any putsch attempts by Khomeini and his followers,
swiftly and boldly. One of the great and as yet untested un-
knowns concerning the army is the question of the loyalty of the
soldiers who will have to do the shooting once the order is given
by the high command who seem to be solidly opposed to
Khomeini.
On the other hand the extent of popular support for Khomeini

is also far from proven. True, the frenzied reception accorded
the aged mullah by a million and a half followers in the streets,

of Teheran upon his return from his 15-year exile constituted an
impressive show of strength. But it would be mistaken to facile-

ly conclude that KhomeLnism has swept all of Iran. There are
simply too many vested interests in the continued moderniza-
tion of Iran, even modernization without the Shah — and in-

terests that are also represented among the opposition to the
Shah and to B&khtiar himself— to permit such on untested con-
clusion.

The most that ran be said with any degree of certainty at the

present time is that Iran seems to be caught in a revolutionary

hurricane and that it is in for a protracted period of instability,

possibly, although not necessarily, descending even into outright

civil war.
When entire nations succumb to such paroxysms of self-

destruction, there is little that concerned and well-intentioned
outsiders can do or counsel, until the manic energy that fuels the

collective spasm burns itself out.

But there is already a clear lesson that the West must learn
from the tragic events in Iran: that of the basic Instability of

this oil-rich and strategically critical region that must, sooner
or later, threaten the assured flow of odl on which the overly
sanguine West has based its economic well-being.

Predictions that the anti-authoritarian-cum-Moslem fun-

damentalist coalition that sparked the revolution in Iran will

arise elsewhere in the Moslem world, and especially in Saudi
Arabia and the oil-rich Gulf states, are based on overly

simplistic readings of the different political, social and
historical realities in those states. But it is far from over-

simplistic to point to the very visible tensions in those states that

sooner or later are likely to burst out and will further endanger
the supply of oil to the West.
The dispatch of F-15' jet fighters to Saudi Arabia will not

safeguard America's oil interests in that state just as they did

not do so in Iran.

In the short term there may be no feasible alternative to play-

ing along with the rulers of the Arab oil states. But any Western
leadership that Ignores the writing on the wall, highlighted in

Iran today, by falling to launch determined programmes for the

development of alternative sources of energy will be guilty of

the most serious negligence of the best interests of its peoples.

Ill-conceived tax amnesty
THE RECURRING proposal by Finance Minister Ehrlich and
his deputy Flomin for a massive amnesty for tax evaders at
munificent terms lias all the signs df Sn ideological ticl

The two admit that an amnesty accompanied by a 25 per cent
flat rate on all the black moneys declared, when the current
marginal tax is 60 per cent, would be morally reprehensible.
They cite in their defence, however, the impressive revenues
that could be realized for the Treasury.
Such short-sighted thinking would be unacceptable from fly-

by-night business operators who cannot see beyond tomorrow,
much less from political leaders who hold the fate of the
national economy in their hands.
The tax revenue that may be realized from an official

laundering of undeclared moneys pales into insignificance con-
sidering ttie damage that such a proposal could cause the
economy.
Even Messrs. Ehrlich and Flomin have come around to ad-

mitting the critical impact of the black economy on the
prospects of implementing any plans for economic reform. But
they have failed to understand that what keeps that black
economy going is a lack of credibility in the government's deter-
mination to launch a hard-hitting and persistent attack on tax
evasion.
The tax administration’s recent spate of raids on various

business sectors has shown, if further proof were still needed,
that the problem is not that of a handful of tax miscreants. In
nearly all the branches visited by the tax raiders a majority of

firms did not even bother keeping books. There is every reason
to suspect that many of those who did keep books did not pay
their full tax. -

What is needed first is a restoration of public confidence that
the tax burden will be applied fairly and evenly. This can only
be achieved in the first stage by highly publicized prosecutions
leading to severe punishment of a suitable number of fat, and
also leaner, cats.

It should be obvious that no tax reform can be based on plans
for the jailing of tens of thousands of tax evaders. But only when
the point of a first stage drive against major tax offenders has
been dramatically driven home will there be justification to con-
sider a tax amnesty for the masses of evaders at the full

marginal tax rates.

BESTSELLERS
FROM

WARNER
— SCRUPLES

by Judith Kranz— ANNA HASTINGS
by Allen Drury— A MAD Treasure Chest

— WOMAN’S EROTIC DREAMS
by Graham Master-ton

— THE MINNESOTA
CONNECTION
by AI Paimqulst

— THE RUNNING BOOK
and
from

PINNACLE
— THE OFFICIAL JEWISH

JOKE BOOK
by Larry Wilde

BRONFMAN’S AGENCY LTD.

ms
back!

as a monthly magazine. As big
and beautiful as ever!

Colourful!

Rewarding!

Brought by air

February 1979 Issue

On Sale Now!

Bronfman’s Agency Lid.

Fashionable Knitwear

invites all clients and fashion buyers

to sec Its

1979 Spring/Summer Collection

February s-7, 10 tt.rn.-fl p.m.
PbuM Hotel, Tel Aviv,

127 Rehov llayarkon, Rooms >701/2.

Nirkam Knitting Mills, Nlr Zvi

near Ramla, Tel. 054-21497

THE CURRENT dissension In the

Likud could be straight out of a

headline from “Women’s Own"
magazine: “Has Success Ruined
This Marriage?" or "Was This

Romance Doomed From The
Start?” For the nasty barbs being

exchanged between Herut and
Liberal politicians resemble the kind

of love-hate banter that
characterizes the conversation of so

many old married couples.

Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich

shook the political rafters last week
with his rousing talk of the Liberals

going it alone should Premier Begin

implement his desire to retire at the

end of his first term In office. Herut
has reacted In kind.
Many ranking- members of Herut

hold that they have paid heavily for

keeping the marriage vows with the

Liberals. They refer openly to the

Liberals as a burden, chargingthem
with extracting more from the
partnership than they put into it.

This exasperation took a highly

vocal turn at the latest Herut Central
Committee meeting, when Deputy
Minister Yoram Arldor and Herut
economic whlz-kld Ylgal Cohen-
Orgad led the attack on Ehrlich.

They were articulating In more
sophisticated language the populist

dissent mounted in the Cabinet by
Housing Minister David Levy.

It is symptomatic of the see-saw
fluctuation of government populari-

ty that from being the butt of dubious
jokes a year ago, Levy should have
come to be regarded as the only

serious spokesman of the poor at

Cabinet level. Dr. Israel Katz's
failure to make an Impact as Social

Welfare and Labour Minister has
bolstered Levy's standing.

THE EQUATION: Herut's working-
class, largely oriental-group appeal,
plus the Liberal middle-class attrac-

tion equals an election win, has
produced painful quandaries and se-

cond thoughts since the Likud attained

power. The morning-after-the-night

-

before hangover has persisted too

long for comfort. The class interests

of the two parties' differing con-

stituencies has created tensions that,

if allowed to persist, may do
irreparable damage to the common
cause.
Herut is putting such great store

on the rehousing campaign because
it will help it to keep voters, which
explains Levy’s reaction to what he

considered a Liberal bid to under-
mine his power In this joint
govermnent-Jewish Agency project.

Some Herutnlks have always
entertained the suspicion that, given

a twist of the electoral kaleidoscope,

most of the Liberals would bolt the

Likud Into .the arms of Labour. When
Premier Begin referred testily to the

READERS' LETTERS

Has success ruined the

Likud marriage?
Behind the criticism of Finance Minister Ehrlich's economic

policies lie deeper schisms within the Likud family, writes

Political Correspondent MARK SEGAL.
L&'am anti-peace voters as tram-
pistim (hitch-hikers) — Implying-
that they had only made the Knesset
on his coat-tails, these Herut
politicians mentally included the
Liberals in the category. This
despite the fact that their one-time
Gahal partner had provided the
Premier with his most solid Likud
support in the Camp David proposals
vote when parts of Herut and La'am
melted away. They chortled over
their tea in the Knesset members'
cafeteria when Dr. Burg referred to

one-third of the House as being “a
ghost town" (i.e., parties minus con-
stituencies).

THE LIBERALS have reacted
snootily to the Herut uproar, with
Ehrlich and his ally, Industry,
Trade and Tourism Minister Gideon
Patt going all Freudian. Ehrlich
charges that many Herutnlks have not
yet left the opposition benches; while
Patt told his party's Ideological cir-

cle that most of the Herut critics

were "nit-picking attorneys who
were self-appointed economic ex-
perts and some officials with
frustrated ambitions, whose
irresponsibility Is fuelled by their

sense of grievance."
There are those Liberals wbo

mourn the abandonment of their

ideological commitments as the
price for sharing power. MK Yitzhak
Berman, for example, asked the
same forum: "Did I get elected to

the Knesset in order to implement
Agudat Israel's anti-abortion
.legislation?

"

HERUT'S EDUCATION to
governmental realities has often
been a painful experience, for they
had to abandon the cosy guide-line

that "there is nothing a few good
slogans cannot cure." While the
religious parties have been doing
very nicely, financially and
legislatively, out of the Likud coali-

tion, more and more Herut
politicians are contending that their

electoral input has not produced a
comparable share of power and

RELIGIOUS NEIGHBOURHOODS

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Permit me to add informa-
tion to your report of January 19 ,

"Stony way to Ramot."
According to the financial paper,

"Shear," of July 14, 1972, my original
intention wasto buildon a hill beyond
Ir Ganim on the southern outskirts of
Jerusalem. In 1965, having received
binding commitments from the
Israel LAnd Administration for some
100 dunams, plans were drawn up for

about 500 dwellings and submitted.
These plans were opposed and finally
vetoed by the Ministry of Housing in
statutory committee. The reasons
stated then were “the need for com-
prehensive planning of the whole
area" and the fact that "the religious
character of the future inhabitants
might affect the planning of the
roads." (The whole area of several
thousand dunams remains in its

pristine state to this day, despite the
desperate need of housing land in
Jerusalem.)

I was then offered the land on
which I have since built. An ex-
change was agreed upon and ul-

timately signed with the full
knowledge of the Ministry of Hous-
ing. the Lands Authority and the
Jerusalem Municipality. To imply to-

day, 15 years after plans for the
original site were submitted and six
years after the exchange of sites was
made, that I have been building in an
area not suitable for housing Its in-

habitants is pure and simple
"Chelm."
The community for which I largely

build chooses an observant and
traditional way of life. Indeed this

serenity is what attracts new im-
migrants to live amongst us. A solu-
tion to this technical problem must
be found, since it will arise again and
again In the future, unless It Is plan-

ned for.

A. TREGER
Jerusalem.

Sir, — I wish to commend your
reporter, Abraham Rabinovich, for
his objective and informative article

of January 19, In which he wrote
about the confrontation between the
residents of Ramot and Klryat Sanz,
and Rabbi Alexander Carlebach, for
his excellent opinion piece of
January 24, in which he castigates
the stone throwers and the residents
of both communities for lack of
moderation.
As a resident of Sanhedrla

Murhevet. Involved only peripheral-
ly in the entire, lo&thesome' affair.

let me state categorically that many
of the residents of the so-called ultra

-

Orthodox Sanhedrla Murhevet are
repelled and appalled by the
behaviour of their neighbours In

Klryat Sanz, and do not condone
their outrageous conduct. These
"guardians of the faith" have not
only set back Judaism to its most
primitive level, but have caused the
residents of Sanhedrla Murhevet a
great deal of discomfort. For the

past few Sabbaths, the residents of
Klryat Sanz have marred the Sab-
bath peace of their neighbours by the
incessant shrieking of "Shabbes" on
Friday evening until midnight, and
from the morning until Saturday
evening, without consideration for

their neighbours who look upon the
Sabbath as a day of rest and tran-
quillity.

Another matter which Is most dis-

quieting Is the generalizations in the
press about Sandhedria Murhevet,
which is always referred to as ultra-

Orthodox. Only one part of the
neighbourhood's residents fit that
description. In fact, the degree of

religiosity swings from the ultra-

right to the very modem left. The
many modem Orthodox, Conser-
vative, Reform and even secular
residents of the community must
cringe whenever they read that they
live in an ultra-Orthodox
neighbourhood.

Outside of the "no Sabbath traffic"

rule, most residents of Sanhedria
Murhevet adopt a live-and-let-llve

approach to life. I might add that In

many respects Sanhedrla Murhevet
could serve as a model community,
where new immigrants from the four
corners of the world and Sabras, all

subscribing to a number of different
religious philosophies and outlooks,
live together in amity, with mutual
respect and tolerance.

LYNN SHARON
Jerusalem.

HOLOCAUST
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — In your recent story concer-
ning the donation ot a Holocaust
painting to Yad Vashera, you failed
to mention that it was through the ef-
forts and initiative of Mrs. Lottner of
the Kfar Ganim Gallery that Mr. and
Mrs. Sigmund were induced to give
the painting on permanent loan.
We are actively working to seek

out other such donors.
JERRY I. SALTSatAN,

Associate Director,
Kfar Ganim Gallery

Petah Tlkva.

NOW ON SALE
WANDERINGS

Chaim Polok's
History of Ihi* Jews

sole distributor

fSteimatzky’s

THE DR60N HOTEL

GOOD NEWS...

The Dagon Hotel

is open again

We are pleased to inform our
guests and friends, that the
Dagon Hotel is operating
again, under the manage-
ment of Dani Dorot.

Bookings, also
for Pessach,

arc accepted now, by Miss
Helen (as always).

Tel. 051-22148.
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Finance Minister Ehrlich, liberal,

at the centre of a growing dispute.

patronage. This on top of the state of

ideological mystification Into which
Premier Begin had led them.
Their beloved leader had already

denied them a big chunk of the action

when he co-opted two mavericks —
Moshe Dayan and Ariel Sharon —
Into his Cabinet, with many juicy

plums going to Liberals. To mention
only one, the chairmanship of the

Israel Electric Corporation fell into

the lap of Tel Aviv Deputy Mayor
David Shifman, an Ehrlich protege.

Behind the not-so-spontaneous
applause greeting at the Central

Committee meeting Arldor and
Cohen-Orgad lay the accumulated
resentment of delegates smarting
from stormy encounters with their

embittered constituents, baffled that
their charismatic leader's attain-

ment of office has not produced ail

the promised goods.
Patt has given voice to the widely-

held Libera] view that “Herut bush-
league politicians found it con-

venient to attack Ehrlich when they
were really aiming at Begin. "The
Liberals note that two such out-

spoken opponents of the Begin peace
policy as Aridor and Cohen-Orgad
led the anti-Ehrlich attack at the

Centra] Committee.

THE FINANCE MINISTER'S circle

say his outburst against Herut was
partly fuelled by his growing suspi-

cion that the Premier was not giving

him the kind of backing he was en-

titled to. They feel that Begin should

not have sat silent during the anti-

Ehrlich tirades at the Herut forum.

They are beginning to wonder
whether Begin finds it convenient to

have Ehrlich as the Likud's lightning

rod to draw criticism away from

himself.
They point out that the most

troublesome works committees are

led by Herut trade unionists (the

Dead Sea Works, the postal workers,

the El Al maintenance men, to men-

tion only a few). Nor have Ehrlich’s

aides missed the tactics of

Histradrut Secretary-General
Yeruham Meshel and other Labour
unionists ,

in carefully avoiding any

criticism of Begin, in order to

mobilize the sizeble Likud faction s

backing for anti-Ehrlich
declarations.

An indication of the Liberals'

problems and Ehrlich's troubles is

the intensity of Energy and Com-
munications Minister Yitzhak
Moda'i’s attacks on him. Not only

has Moda'i got away with it, be

has even been rewarded with
another government portfolio. This
rebellion having paid off, there are
probably others lining up to follow

suit. There is a great deal in the

theory that Moda'i's offensive is an
Intrinsic element in his campaign for

the Liberal convention elections and
leadership of the party.
Indeed, Ehrlich might be well ad-

vised to hold an early convention and
not put it off for another year as
planned. He would thereby clear tbe

air. and prove or disprove Moda'i's
claim that he- enjoys majority back-
ing.

One way or another, the Liberals

must set their own house in order if

they do not wish the Likud to lose

even more of its public credibility,

and avoid the kind of incredible ex-

changes between Menahem Savidor

and Pessah Gruper that we saw

THE CASE OF THE FALASHAS

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — The Falashas will be aided

.

by action based on a factual ap-
praisal of their real situation and not
by the spread of false or misleading
Information about them. It seems
that discussion about them Is once
again becoming polemical, with the
publication of Mr. Aharon Zinger's
letter and Mr. Louis Rapoport's arti-

cle on January 19.

Zinger refers to the "physical
destruction" of the Falashas. Un-
doubtedly, some have most regret-
tably been killed in the recent
widespread disturbances and exten-
sive human rights violations in

Ethiopia (very accurately described
in the recent Amnesty report,
Human rights violations in Ethiopia,
November, 1978), but I know of no
evidence that suggests that, as a
group, they are near to physical
destruction, or that since the revolu-
tion, they have been selectively at-

tacked, or suffered more than the
general population.-

Rapoport states, inter alia, that
'by mid-1978 thousands of
Falashas...were fleeing to the area
around Gondar," "Selassie...had
personally campaigned against the
religion of the Falashas,” and "the
Marxists expelled most of the mis-
sionaries in 1977." Much could be
said in clarification of the matters
referred to here, but the statements
as they stand are simply historically
false, and the first and third
allegations merely serve to
strengthen the Ethiopian regime's
claim that it Is maligned in the
foreign press.
Rapoport further claims: "They

do have a Levitical Priesthood, call-
ed Cohenim" — a statement which
begs many questions. Are they
descended from Levi, and if so, what
Is the evidence for this? By whom
are they called Cohenim?
Presumably by Hebrew speakers —
but what does this prove? The Geez
and Amharic word for the priests is

kahin, a cognate of Hebrew coken,
but it is equally used of Christian
priests. Are they also Levitea?
Of the polemical claims made by

various groups In the press in recent
years, the three principal ones
appear to be:
1. That the Falashas are a lost
tribe of Israel.

2. That they are undergoing selective
physical destruction and are on the
verge of extinction because of It.

3. That they are selectively harassed
by Christian missionaries.

I submit that these claims are not
supported by the evidence, and that
the welfare of the Falashas is not
aided by their reiteration.
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Two incontrovertible statements
may be made:
1. That they have a Tora-based
religion.

2. That they are extremely poor (to a
westerner almost unimaginably so)

.

The second fact is surely a suf-

ficient reason for assisting them,
and the first is surely a reason for a.

special link with Jewish -people.

What more Is needed?
. ROGER COWLEY

Jerusalem.

*

Sir, — The article by Louis
Rapoport on the Falashas severely
criticizes Israeli officials for not hav-
ing done more to save the Jews of
Ethiopia. Jews of the free world,
however, bear far more responsibili-
ty for aiding our endangered
brethren because we do not have to
cope with the many burdens borne
by Israelis.

The Israeli Falashas, knowing the
risks they took for their families In
Ethiopia, were courageous, right
and dignified in making their
desparate cries heard throughout
the Jewish world. We commend and
support them. Time is running out.

PROFESSOR HOWARD M.
LENOFF, PRESIDENT.

A merican Association for Ethiopean
Jeios

Costa Mesa, California.

PENFRIENDS
MARIA EDUABDA BRANCO
IGREJA VAZ-MOURAT (18), of Trv
de Sta Quiteria No. 36-3D (A Av.
Pedro Alvares Cabral), Lisbon 3,

Portugal, is studying mathematics
at university and would like to cor-

respond with Israelis between the
ages of 19 and 23.
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mJttee into a pro-Camp David
There are thosewho aeeEhrUeh,

sending up a warning signal to Best
that; should he depart frooT
scene, the Liberals would spearhe*
the re-aligning of the party map )

favourite Liberal scenario envied
the Herut ultras and HurwE
La'am tearing off, leaving the Bern
moderate rump to combine with ft
Liberals under Ezer WeizmaS
leadership. The way would then w
open to a grand coalition *fu
Labour,.
However, there is another bodr a

opinion that interprets Ehrlich-,

declaration as a cry for help frog,
drowning man. The finance minlite

is striving mightily to shed lb
sinking-ship image that has dom
him of late. He Is aware that ta

many Herutnlks are
:

becoming <%

creasingly attached to the notion o

offering him as the scapegoat (or ft

government's poor performance
The minister's aides charge tha

they conveniently forget that h wa
their refusal to reduce budget a
timates that fuelled the inflati^l

The thought gnawing at Ehrlich)

mind Is how far Begin hlmaelf tu

moved in the direction of his erffia

HOSPITALIZED
CHILDREN

To the Editorof The Jerusalem aJ

Sir, — As a mother who has A
been part of hospital pnrtesis

staffs, I certainly agree with A
Stanley Levin (January IS) ft

visitors to hospital patients da
age should not abuse their right

However, to limit parents of mi

pediatric patients to a six ta eg

hour visiting period is unfair tod

children the staff is trying toM,:

It. should, be the right oil

hospitalized children, especially p

school children, tohave a parents

them. It is well documented that

hospital stay ' Is less traumatic to

small child,when a parent is bHot

to be with him or her. Sepasti

from the parents at a
child is already in strange tf&gl
dings and is often undeaw
frightening and aometlm«yg|g
procedures adds addltlouar^l
for the child.

In the U.S., where Itbaao^fo^
the practice to.separate.hoq^
infants and children frp&4|

parents during part 'of tbejjfl

night, more and moredwsitft«E
realizing the potential Jtiaim 8§l

practices and are1

'i patlffg
rooming-in or care-hy-pareu®
or making other arrangemjeqjtt

least one parent to stay VrftktMp

as much as possible. J
Prof. Levin's auggestM?

arrange for collapsible

ways to allow a parent to.at^^

night Is valid, but Lwouldhopw
this would not be limited ofllgw

parents of children whoarenWc
ill. It would -seem :a pfty;]§j

children were to suflecwiM™
visiting hdiirs for afl^areziWW:'
misbehaviour ofsome of thef«w

ALICE ZIRINQ.&
Klryat Motzldh. :

Tiberias Plaza|
WE BEAT THE INFLATIONS.

Room and Half Board-

Single Room 1L721 .90 Double Robin; IfcujS

(service included. Add VJLT.J

(Family Plan: children up to 14 years of aftf^

Rates apply during February, 979^

Our prices are not ‘rounded up'

Wnat prices are now -worked out toe
The prices of quite ordinary thlnga/goodsand
— shirts, towels, bus fares — are now

At the Tiberias Plaza, wa beat
by giving you your money's worth ta

Social programmes • Games and ent^W^;^
Films and concerts • Regular shuttle to TibedW

Details and bookings: Tel. 067-9223$

MBBMB CP Hotels £<


